2019 Savvy Judging Comments
Communication or Marketing Plans (Population 0 - 59,000)
Savvy Award
City of Minnetonka, MN

Firefighter Recruitment
A terrific in-house team created amazing work and saved the
Town, approx. $18000. Bravo team!

Silver Circle Award
City of Edina, MN

Ready. Set. 5-0!
Outstanding. Excellence applied at every communication level.

Award of Excellence
Town of Chapel Hill, NC

Hurricane Florence Communication
Outstanding. Excellence applied at every communication level.

Communication or Marketing Plans (Population 60,000 - 250,000)
Savvy Award
City of Loveland, CO

Loveland, Let's Talk Broadband Community Engagement and
Outreach Communications Plan
Research is key to a project like this, and your use of primary and
secondary research on the front end allowed for an incredibly
robust plan with very specific objectives. I was incredibly
impressed with the "Let's talk Tuesday" and "Let's Talk Loveland",
in addition to the engagement numbers via social media and
target marketing.
This entry is a fantastic example of a well-planned communication
strategy for a community issue. The plan outlined the research,
planning, implementation and evaluation methods necessary for
success. Judges enjoyed the detailed graphics - which showcased
the breadth of the planning that went into crafting separate
strategies for each target audience. Congratulations on a great
communications plan. It deserves the Savvy Award this year.
This plan began with primary and secondary research that was
used to create attainable goals with specific, measurable, timely
objectives. Target audiences were well-defined, and messages and
tactics were matched up with each target audience. The entry
provided by Loveland included a comprehensive, detailed
communication plan and a thorough analysis of the objectives and
outcomes, illustrating an understanding of communication
planning, execution and analysis worthy of a Savvy award.

Silver Circle Award
City of Fort Collins Utilities, CO

Fort Collins Utilities' Time-of-Day Residential Electric Pricing Mandatory Rate Roll Out
This was such an impressive entry. Not only was it extremely well
thought out, but its timeline was relevant and realistic considering
such a massive change to the company and to its customers. What
impressed me the most was their willingness for two-way
communication, and allowing for multiple channels for feedback

and communication. The supporting documentation was stellar
and fully explained the plan from start to finish.
This is an example of an outstanding, exemplar communications
plan. This is a fantastic example that others should mimic. The plan
includes research, planning, implementation and evaluation.
Fantastic job identifying key audiences, key messages (including
tag lines to use), key strategies, timeline and budget details.
Overall, great job.
Great job! Fort Collins put together a comprehensive plan to
communicate a complicated message. They showed an
understanding of their audiences and created bilingual materials
when needed, achieving their stated outcomes. The entry included
a thorough list of tactics, an analysis of outcomes, and an
explanation of the budget. Well-written and designed deliverables
supported the plan, and the overall project was a well-thought-out
and professionally executed.
Award of Excellence
City of Clearwater, FL

City of Clearwater, Recycling Contamination Re-Education
Campaign
I can tell they put a lot of effort into this entry, and the plan itself
is admirable. Congratulations on developing a communications
plan that others should mimic! Your strategy incorporated
research, planning, implementation and measurable tactics to
evaluate. Overall, excellent job! This is a project that others
should mimic in our industry.
Very well-written entry that tackled a large problem creatively.
The plan included a clearly defined, measurable objective (to
lower the city’s recycling contamination levels from 31.1 percent
per ton in August 2018 to 20 percent per ton in August 2019).

Communication or Marketing Plans (Population 251,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of San Antonio, TX

Cart Downsizing
This BIG problem was clearly stated upfront, and clear goals were
set to address it. The budget made this entry easier to execute
than some others, but they didn't put all their budget in one "cart"
- they spent it wisely to reach the most people possible. The
creative uses of theater advertising and Roku are commendable.
Love that the key message was simple - and trackable. The best
sentence in this entry was, "The only metric that really counts is
how many people downsized their carts." Yep - and you tackled
that! The environmental impact of this is key; it wasn't just a costsavings measure.
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The problem was presented cleanly and was easy to understand.
The "why" in terms of needing people to downsize is explained in
the first couple of paragraphs and that makes the whole plan
easier to read and understand. The media plan was extensive and
well-explained. The results speak for itself - the numbers of
residents who made the switch dwarfed the projected goals. More
supplemental documents would have been nice to capture all the
tactics used a bit better; more visuals certainly help tell, and
define, the plan a bit better.
Terrific plan and use of various media to get the word out.
Impressed by the final number or customers who switched.
A well thought out plan -- they clearly identified a need - and they
addressed it.
Silver Circle Award
Leon County Government, FL

Hurricane Michael Preparedness
The intended goals and outcomes of this plan were so very clear,
intentional and specific. They set challenging goals, not superficial
or low goals knowing they could meet them, and with opportunity
for metrics and evaluation of their effort. They didn't "fold" when
their goals were met - they did what they needed to do to keep
their communications flowing during the hurricane. Outstanding
use of budget resources, and the wide range of supplemental
materials pushed this entry over the top. Well done to the team.
The cause-and-effect dynamic spelled out in the
problem/opportunity section was a smart inclusion. It drove home
the need for the plan to be created and showed that the plan was
born out of necessity. The inclusion of dates (and even hours) of
when the plan was active really helps paint a more complete
picture of its use. Clear and concise goals are always a plus in
detailing a communications plan and this plan does exactly that.
The inclusion that the plan also listened to resident feedback was
important. What put this entry over the top for me was the
supplemental documents. They were detailed, branded well and
most importantly, validated the claims of achievement spelled out
in the entry. The plan was successful in reaching out to residents
and providing critical information.
A very nicely executed plan to reach the public about hurricane
preparedness. Simple yet effective without a huge outside cost.
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Award of Excellence
St. Lucie County, FL

Half-Cent Sales Tax: Better Roads, More Sidewalks, Cleaner
Rivers
The history provided in the Problem/Opportunity Statement
clearly set the stage for this important Communications Plan. It
was clear why the work had to be outsourced, but it also was clear
that this communications team had a lot of voice over the
materials. Loved the variety of methods used to communicate the
key message; they were executed so well. Very nice supplemental
package; overall, a superb entry.
The problem/opportunity was straight forward and easy to
understand. The scope of the campaign in terms of methods and
tactics used to reach voters was spelled out well. The branding on
the collateral is consistent and clear; easy to identify for citizens.
The plan lays out what is needed to be done in order to get the
residents to vote for sales tax in a very clear and concise way.
While the effort clearly worked, I would have hoped to see more
creativity in the online and printed collateral. Positive
communication effort in difficult times - nicely done.

Community Visioning or Branding (Population 0 - 90,000)
Savvy Award
City of West Allis, WI

City of West Allis Rebranding
If you can change the heart of the media, and turn them around,
you've won. I love the new branding - even just the logo itself
really creates an instant personality for the community. There was
a lot of great information about initial results provided, and I look
forward to seeing how the campaign progresses through the rest
of the multi-year plan. It is amazing to hear that development
picked up, that is a very positive side-effect of great branding.
Wonderful job!
For a community that has struggled in recent years, it is a
necessary risk to invest resources into a branding campaign that
can change perceptions and attract new business. Kudos for
finding the tourism dollars to make this campaign happen. The
colors and logo design are excellent and the videos and social
media posts are attractive. The merchandise is also important to
create community pride among residents. Good job.
WOW! What an incredible rebrand and relaunch of a city with so
much history. The brand is engaging and visually fantastic. I'd love
to learn about any growth in visitors and tourism to tie back to the
campaign.
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Silver Circle Award
Town of Parker, CO

P3 Parker: My Mainstreet
It's refreshing to see a city that truly listens to and engages with all
constituents, adapts to obstacles and overcomes, setting the
foundation for a future filled with success.
Having undergone redevelopment plans and visioning processes
for downtown, I appreciate the amount of hard work this team put
in to engage the local community to create a unified vision. This
project was successful in connecting with a great sample size of
the population and creating a document to help guide their future.
Public engagement was a crucial element in this project. Through
multiple surveys the Town was able to get a variety of feedback
and turn that feedback into the strategic framework that is guiding
city leaders in their redevelopment efforts. This is a thorough
campaign, with attractive graphics and web and social media tools.
The work on the framework will help ensure that future
development is more closely aligned with the community's
residents.
This plan is well thought out and executed. The new stipulations
put into place to ensure that constituents feel consistently heard
and valued is excellently done.
The framework put into place allows for current and future
government staff and constituents to work together in a
thoughtful and positive way. I also thought it gave ample
opportunity for the community to get involved through a variety
of forums.

Award of Excellence
City of Aspen, CO

City of Aspen New Brand and Logo
Rebranding is no easy feat; getting internal buy-in may be one of
the most difficult steps in the process. Beautifully executed with a
beautiful outcome.
A rebranding of any sort is extremely difficult so kudos to Aspen
for working diligently to ensure that both the community and staff
were well represented in the creation of this new brand. The
before and after pictures were really great to see - the new brand
really modernizes the city and in looking through the website and
social channels, it looks like the unification among departments
was successful.
New logo projects can be a nightmare, with both internal and
external stakeholders often being resistant to change. It seems
that Aspen was ready to have City leaders take charge and bring
the organization together under a single brand. The finished
product is very pleasing and appropriate. The work you did to
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reveal the logo to the community and to your organization seems
to have paid off with broad acceptance and adoption of the logo.
Creating the "brand ambassadors" was also a smart move.
The attached support is a great snapshot of the entire process
completed to provide Aspen with a new brand rollout. The
YouTube video is an interesting way to explain and I appreciate the
video vs. documents.
Community Visioning or Branding - (Population 91,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Round Rock, TX

Kalahari Resorts and Convention Development
Very brave to put a project out there, open to the social media
world. Impressive response and kudos to full transparency and
meeting your goal!

Silver Circle Award
City of Port St. Lucie, FL

#IamPSL Citizen Summit
Love this! Thinking outside of the box and engaging
people...bringing goals to life and making it an annual event is
innovative.

Award of Excellence
City of Pompano Beach, FL

G.O. Pompano!
Ready...Aim...Fire. This aggressive campaign worked!

Digital Interactive - Electronic Newsletters (Population 0 - 99,000)
Savvy Award
City of Boca Raton, FL

Know Before You Go to City of Boca Raton Events
Amazing idea! Uniformed layout made each one easy to read and
identify key information. Opportunity statement was clear on the
issue they were facing and the statistical information was very
helpful in determining the success of this publication.
Definitely a creative idea to not only disseminate information but
also remind residents of great events. Know Before You Go is a
fantastic idea that every community should be using for their
event information! (I know ours will be...) Any time the local media
points to your info as a resource, you know you have a winner.

Silver Circle Award
City of Waukee, IA

City of Waukee Enewsletter Redesign
Awesome improvement from the past to the current! The layout is
great and the GIFs really add to the consumable content. It is a
really mobile-friendly layout. This is a great looking e-newsletter! I
love the bold colors, and the short, to the point content.
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Award of Excellence
City of Avondale, AZ

M3 | Monday Marketing Minute
These are such great bite size pieces of information! I feel like all
communication professionals wish they could share some best
practices with other non-comm members in their organization.

Digital Interactive - Electronic Newsletters (Population 100,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Carrollton, TX

Carrollton Employee eNewsletter
I really enjoyed this entry. It mixes business with some fun items
that would continue to engage employees. The design is clean and
the copy is edited clearly and concisely, in a way that works with
the template. With a great balance of interactivity and need-toknow info, this is an internal email newsletter I'd look forward to
getting.
These look very nice and make a great read. I would not change a
thing! Very well done. The content is so fun and is paced very
well. This is well edited and makes great use of the space. No item
is too long or burdensome for the reader. I can see why this is
successful and valuable to the organization.
Excellent work! The newsletter has a clearly defined strategy and
the content is an amazing mix of fun, engaging and informational.
The true strength of this newsletter is the content that is working
to create a better connected work culture. I appreciate the
interactive ways the newsletter seeks to bring coworkers together
and learn more about each other.

Silver Circle Award
City of Aurora, CO

City Scene Employee Newsletter
Information is presented in an organized manner which allows
people to get a snippet of what's happening and then decide if
they want more information.
I like how the content is organized and the information that's
included. Love seeing that the newsletter moved from a print to
digital format gracefully and it was well received. The fact that it's
replaced all other all-employee emails. It can be difficult to get all
departments to buy into something like that.
Clear, concise product which seems to fit the audience well. The
result of this newsletter is amazing. To reduce the number of
company emails is an endeavor and to succeed at it is admirable.
The design of the email in very nice and the mixed use of content
is a great way to keep employee's engaged. I think the overall
project approach was a smart choice. Overall, I think the
newsletter is a great internal communication tool and it seems to
really be working with staff.
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Award of Excellence
City of Arlington, TX

Home Plate Update
Great photos, and interactive content. This is a beautiful piece, no
doubt. The design is unmatched in this competition. It was really
well designed.
The overall design of the publication is amazing and has a very
high production value. The design is the best part of the project.
The content is wonderful and I could see people eating it up.

Digital Interactive - Issue Specific Website
Savvy Award
Buncombe County, NC

Employee Focus
What a great redesign of the intranet! It is so important to ensure
that employees are well informed. Especially when there are
scandals that need to be addressed.
This looks like a great improvement from the old site. An inviting
and personal way to change the culture of your agency by working
from the inside out. Employee Focus is easy to read and visually
appealing.

Silver Circle Award
WaterOne, KS

MilfordWatershed.org
I appreciate all of the attached material. Such wonderful designs
of your content. The design is clean and beautiful. Simple, clean,
easy to read and to navigate. Targeted information for a targeted
audience. The website seemed to accomplish your goals with ease.

Award of Excellence
City of Phoenix, AZ

PHX Downtown Arena Information Website
Well done! This was a very interesting entry. I definitely attribute
the 6-2 approval of the arena agreement with this initiative. The
data and numbers provided proves that you reached a fair amount
of your audience.
A clear and comprehensive presentation of information.
Congratulations on your work to educate, inform and engage the
public on the project and for answering the "why is it necessary"
question from many different angles -- in the residents' own
words, too. A showcase of governmental transparency and
efficiency -- all ramped up in record speed!

Digital Interactive - Mobile App
Savvy Award
Sandy City, UT

CityServe App
The CityServe app looks like a great resource for the residents of
Sandy, Utah. The marketing campaign for it was also very clever
and I thought the idea of the city promoting "Download Day" was
absolutely brilliant. In addition, the entry included clear goals and
impressive stats on the number of downloads/cases submitted.
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Silver Circle Award
City of Corpus Christi, TX

My City App
The opportunity to provide better customer service where people
are spending their time is one every government should consider.
This is a great example of giving the public more options to
complete common tasks with their government. Way to focus on
making it easy!
The app looks like a wonderful update for the residents of Corpus
Christi! The application did a nice job including marketing
materials and links to media hits on the app.

Award of Excellence
City of Germantown, TN

Germantown on the Go
I think an app can be a great solution for citizen engagement so
they are on a good path. I'm not sure if they achieved this goal.
The entry provided excellent document of achievement. Judging
by the uptick in reported issues, it seems like the residents of
Germantown are enjoying their new app!

Digital Interactive - Other Media
Savvy Award
City of San Antonio, TX

CART SMART
Great idea and very well executed. This is something kids will love
as they learn about recycling. Congratulations on a great project.
Your research and planning certainly paid off. How in the world
were you able to get Cart Smart on the jumbotron at not one, but
two Spur's games??? Scored with SPURS Jumbotron! Great use of
the grant funding of the two large-screen monitors. Turning the
game into a commercial was a great way to utilize your resources.

Silver Circle Award
City of Eden Prairie, MN

“Real Talk With Rick” Podcast
Very fun graphics and collateral. Among other entries with
podcasts, this one is unique and fun. Great job overall! A creative
logo that both pokes fun and humanizes the city manager. The cell
phone pop-ups were an excellent choice for a promotional tie into
the podcast. Loved the life-size cut out of the city manager.

Award of Excellence (Tie)
City of Boca Raton, FL

Boca Behind the Scenes Podcast
This is an excellent idea that is well executed for the podcast. It
sounds like something from NPR and the sound effects are fun.
Staff did a very fine job doing the necessary research on which to
build their efforts. Excellent use of the city's NextDoor app.

Award of Excellence (Tie)
City of North Port, FL

North RePort Audio and Alexa Skill
This is a great idea and excellent use of technology. I really like
how the City communicates through Smart Speakers to reach its
audience. Innovative use of Alexa and Siri.
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North Port, Florida's RePort was a creative way to tie into the
Alexa craze. "Alexa, what's in the news." The best part of the
program it's well written, quick and succinct 3-minute podcast. I
want a RePort in my city who responds to Alexa. It is a 2019
version of headline news -local addition. Great job!
Digital Interactive - Reports
Savvy Award
St. Louis Park, MN

Report to the Community Story Map
Great use of maps to tell the story and showcase where projects
are actually happening! This is a very creative use of online media.
The incorporation of photos, videos and interactive maps was
incredibly well done. Well done!
Wonderful amount of detail on the descriptive letter. My first
impression of the story map was very positive. I like that text was
limited to important details allowing the story map to better
showcase graphic elements.

Silver Circle Award
Snohomish County, WA

Snohomish County Public Works 2018 Annual Report:
Partnerships in Focus
Appreciate how the report is interactive, and users can click on
areas of maps to read more information. Great color pallet - very
unique from other entries. Time lapse video was a great idea and
well executed. The before and after images were very effective.
Excellent graphics. Overall work was extremely polished. Well
done! This story map is very visually pleasing and strikes a nice
balance of story and visuals. The photos really help tell the story of
the department and help people understand the scope of work.

Award of Excellence
WaterOne, KS

WaterOne's 2018 Year In Review Storymap
Excellent, user-friendly infographics throughout report. The action
shots were the most effective. Excellent photography, excellent
graphics, and easy to navigate and understand. I liked the
creativity utilized to build this on ESRI's Story Map platform. The
report does a nice job of incorporating graphics, images, statistics,
etc. It seems like a successful jump from a previously print-based
report.

Digital Interactive - Overall Website (Population 0 - 34,000)
Savvy Award
City of Kenai, AK

Kenai, Alaska
I felt like I was in Alaska by just visiting the homepage. The
mountain landscape cutout is genius and truly reflects the beauty
of the state. Your entry is well-written with a clear message about
the problem and the way it was addressed in the website redesign.
Your page is clean and easy to navigate.
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The homepage is user-friendly and easy to navigate. The look is
crisp and gives users an easy understanding of what and who
Kenai is all about.
Great job in so many ways:
Photos are pretty, showing both inherent nature and residents;
Loved how the banner photo was clipped to make the outline of
the mountains--so creative; nice logo placement/branding;
smooth and clear navigation--not overwhelming or text heavy;
love the cool-toned colors; and love the "news" slider at top left.
Silver Circle Award
Industrial Development
Authority of Pike County, GA

Development Authority of Pike County, Georgia
I immediately chuckled at the pictures of the cows on the
homepage. I love coming across a website that makes you feel
something! The information was well-organized and the pictures
were breathtaking. It's easy to see that there was a lot of
collaboration put into recreating this website. Good job!
The website has a clean, modern look. The limited scroll is very
effective. The presentation of details under calendar and news are
different and interesting.
The photography on this page really helps the user to understand
why Pike County is a place to do business. This is visually
appealing on many levels: the sepia tone and the green, both
convey a natural look and a vintage feel, although vintage might
not be what you're going for but it has a great feel to it.
The important info is right up front in the main tabs, while
secondary info is below. Good organization and "simple."
Nice touch with the video. Like to use of photos--makes you feel
like you are at home in Pike Co under Quality of Life. Other info
quick and easy to find. Great job.

Award of Excellence
Town of Strasburg, VA

Strasburg, Virginia
I like that the traditional shades of blue and green were not used
in the logo and throughout the site. Also, the addition of the
purple was very nice. The background picture is nice.
The entry is well-written, and the website is visually appealing and
easy to navigate. It is modern. The "Calendar and Projects" bar at
the bottom of the homepage is easy to process and user-friendly.
It's one of the best looking graphical elements we've seen in this
round of judging. The colors are nice and the photography echoes
your brand.
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Digital Interactive - Overall Website (Population 35,000 – 84,000)
Savvy Award
City of West Hollywood, CA

City of West Hollywood Website: WeHo.org
The City of WeHo continues to show other cities how it's done!
This is one of the best websites I have seen in a long time. From
the color palette to the innovative interactive features, this site
gives users, what I would call, an entertaining, informative
experience. Job well done!! Terrific work. The website is beautiful
and functional. It's easy to navigate and read.

Silver Circle Award
City of Grand Forks, ND

Grand Forks City Website
Grand Forks' website redesign is nicely done. The site takes into
consideration residents' needs when it comes to information
accessed on the site. The site aligns well with the City's overall
branding.

Award of Excellence
City of West Allis, WI

City of West Allis Website Redesign
West Allis' new website design is vibrant and engaging. The staff's
thoughtful approach to ensuring the site is user-centric, compliant
and responsive while incorporating the City's new brand is what
makes this a really nice site.

Digital Interactive - Overall Website (Population 85,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
Linn County, IA

Linn County Website Redesign
The site has a very open and clean feel, which makes finding
information efficient. The mobile site compliments the desktop
version very well. On the desktop site, I really like that the quick
buttons the left side "services, news, etc." follow as you scroll
down the page. Interior pages are also very clean with information
presented neatly.
Nice clean website. Great use of colors. Nice bold headlines and
easy-to-read fonts. Navigation is straightforward and helps visitors
access the information they're looking for quickly. Nice hero
images. It's clear that your two-person communications team put
a lot of effort into bettering this site. I'm impressed by the
staff/website user training and the testing processes. Well done.
This is one of the best county sites I have seen. This is an
aesthetically-pleasing site. It's bold, large images convey a sense of
place. The branding on the site is well done.
Linn County manages to take the wide array of county services and
present the information with well-ordered, intuitive navigation.
The user doesn't feel overwhelmed by the amount of information.
Nicely done, Linn County.
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Silver Circle Award
Marin County Parks, CA

Marin County Parks Website
There is plenty of good information that is readily accessible. The
layout is clean and balance, which makes the text, navigation and
information easy to find.
Awesome use of photography throughout the site. Clean layout,
simple navigation and good use of colors and fonts. The site looks
fantastic on a mobile device. Headlines are large, links are obvious
(as are PDFs -- nice work for mobile users!). It's clear that this
website was a team effort and that everyone involved was
dedicated to making the website the best it can be for users. The
site is so clean. Overall, fantastic photos and a great site!
This is a well-designed site that makes it easy to find information
on specific parks and preserves, as well as planned projects. It's
obvious the team put much thought into what the site's audiences
need to know. The writing is clear and to-the-point so visitors find
what they need quickly.
It also adds values with interesting tidbits about the flora and
fauna to be found in parks, as well as items of human interest
(Janice Joplin and Jerry Garcia lived near specific trails!). The
project team also smartly identify projects and activities which
were funded by a voter-approved sales tax.

Award of Excellence (Tie)
City of Bryan, TX

BTU: Bryan Texas Utilities
The website is clean and easily navigated. I can imagine it would
be very quick and efficient to get information, make a payment or
sign up for service. The basic, no-frills style is likely is the best
choice for the type of uses/users accessing the site. "Less is more"
shines on this design.
I love this homepage! Great icons and buttons -- the colors really
pop against the dark background. The fonts are nice and bold. The
bottom half of the homepage is also clear, clean, concise and
helpful -- contact information, "You Need To Know" section, latest
updates and Tweets are all relevant and useful items to have on
the homepage. I wish the page load times were a little faster for
"My Account." Overall, nicely done.
This site is exemplary in its simplicity. It is designed with a keen
eye toward getting utility customers the information they need
quickly.
By focusing on the mission of the site -- to help customers manage
their accounts, view power outages, and start and stop service -BTU has created a site that makes it almost impossible for users to
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click on the wrong link. The adage less is more is on full display
with the BTU site. Excellent job.
Award of Excellence (Tie)
Loudoun County, VA

Putting the user experience first: Improving digital government
services through design and governance
The large, expansive photos on the homepage are welcoming and
seem to tell the county's story well. Between the quick link
buttons and the top navigation, information appears to be readily
accessible.
Love the large hero images. Good use of color and graphics/icons
throughout the site. Easy to find what you're looking for on this
site. I like the navigation. I like the sub sites and how they have the
same overall look, yet they adopt their own unique feel and
customized content. Overall, it's a nice clean site and a valuable
tool for residents. Well done.

Go Green Communication Program Efforts
Savvy Award
Utility Exploration Center - City
of Roseville, CA

Home for the Holidays Exhibit and Scavenger Hunt
Awesome approach and excellent results. Bravo! I enjoyed the
community residents and participant's comments that showed the
impact the of the Home for the Holidays exhibit and scavenger
hunt. The objectives were clearly defined and exceeded.

Silver Circle Award
City of Boca Raton, FL

Water on MARS? City of Boca Raton Sustainable Water Station
Awesome creative use of the skill sets of six employees. Exemplary
solution to a problem many communities face during public
events. I want to share the idea with my colleagues in Public
Works and Recreation and Parks.

Award of Excellence
Town of Queen Creek, AZ

QC Recycling Center Redesign
What a great idea. By keeping the message simple, Queen Creek
encouraged adoption of better recycling habits.

Graphic Design - Art (Population 0 - 75,000)
Savvy Award
Town of Queen Creek, AZ

QC Recycling Center Redesign
Love the artwork and creative approach to this issue. Love
everything about this! Great problem statement, design, and
measurable outcomes. Would love to know what other
communications were sent out using these designs?
Great solution! I like that you had fun with the words and graphics
to convey a ho-hum message. Overall, this is a great entry! The
before and after pictures are a great illustration of your success.
Nice job.
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What a clever and colorful way to show this campaign. By
illustrating the cause and effect with a cute and thought of design
really brings this project to life. The wording is hard to read on a
pdf format, but can follow the path of how it is intended. Good
stuff.
A clever approach to a common problem. The design is eye
catching, engaging and fun, giving anyone pause before dumping
their recyclables. The colorful creatures make you want to stop
and read what they have to say. Displaying the information as
can't-miss decals on the bins themselves is an effective, costefficient way to reach people. The results can be directly
attributed to the design and execution, making this a successful
campaign.
Silver Circle Award
City of Edina, MN

Ready. Set. 5-0!
Love the animation in the logo and the videos. Your letter was
really well defined and established a clear problem. I thought the
overall marketing plan and distribution of materials was well
thought out. The valet token was a great idea!
I love everything about this entry! Beautiful and effective logo. I
like the use of the" Ready, Set 5-0" theme and adding the tagline
"Building the New 50th & France." It's creative, but very clear!
Great collateral materials, too. Fantastic job!
I love this concept. Everything from the concept, to the videos to
the interactive logo is very well done. It's modern and really
reflects the direction the city wanted to go with its new retail and
dining. With the effort put by the brochures, the website and the
materials that businesses could hand out, I found it a wellexecuted marketing plan.
The striking designs were the perfect accompaniment for a wellthought out, well-executed campaign. The combination of color
and movement is energizing, generating excitement for the
coming project, rather than simply delivering construction
information. The use of gradient is reminiscent of popular apps
like Hulu, speaking to the cultural savvy of the designer. The
adaptability of the design in various informational materials is
apparent, and crucial to the success of the campaign.

Award of Excellence
City of Eden Prairie, MN

“Real Talk With Rick” Podcast Logo
Great job on the logo design. This is a really great logo! Great
work. It's hard to make something simple that can convey what
the subject is in a fun and creative way.
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This descriptive letter was so well done, it had me very excited to
see the finished product! And the logo didn't disappoint. The entry
demonstrated this team's understanding of their "product," brand
and audience. Great job walking us through the thought process
for how you developed the logo. The logo itself is fun, intriguing,
and distinctive, all while staying true to the City's brand colors.
Great job!
This is a super great idea and one that sounds like it really
connected to the community. You knew the City Manager had a
sense of humor and the design reflected that in a creative way. It's
simple but easily recognizable to people in the area. Great job.
A simple yet engaging, colorful yet refined design that stands out
even as a thumbnail on a smart phone. With very limited space,
the team designed an immediately recognizable logo that brings
out the personality of the podcast host. The use of gradient is
reminiscent of popular apps like Hulu, making this a culturally
savvy design.
Graphic Design - Art (Population 76,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
King County, WA

2018 Salmon SEESon poster
Very creative play on words for the poster. Love the overall design.
Judges are heading to Washington after the awards ceremony to
catch Salmon Seeson. The poster uses excellent balance of color,
art, design and fonts. It's a piece of art on it own.

Silver Circle Award
City of Greeley, CO

AgriCULTURE Feast at the Village
Beautiful Logo and designs! This entry was a feast for the judges
eyes. The design translated well into various formats and visually
communicated the event well. The color palette complimented the
produce and displayed both a vintage but modern look.

Award of Excellence
Linn County, IA

Linn County Logo Redesign & Rebranding
Congratulations to the in-house team for the commendable efforts
in creating a new comprehensive visual identity for the county.
The colors and shape of the logo represent the community well.
Judges liked the symbolic use of the leaf.

Graphic Design - Other Marketing Tools (Population 0 -71,000)
Savvy Award
City of West Hollywood, CA

City of West Hollywood One City One Pride
Very impressed with the results, outreach, and use of social media.
Beautiful poster design. Powerful yet simplistic.
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Silver Circle Award
City of Brentwood, MO

Brentwood Bound
Excellent branding a nice plan of action and document of
achievement. Very well done across all media used. Nice brand
identity and consistency throughout.

Award of Excellence
City of Louisville, CO

Little Lou Calls Attention to Safe Driving Habits in Louisville
Great campaign that appeals to young and old. The creative
approach appeals to all ages and is disarming in execution.

Graphic Design - Other Marketing Tools (Population 72,000 and Up)
Savvy Award (Tie)
Sarasota County, FL

Sarasota County's Road to American Public Works Association
Accreditation Banner
What a fantastic idea! The graphic is very clean and clear even
though it contains a lot of information. The overall look is
intriguing and draws you in to learn more. The idea of the truck
which can be moved along the road is brilliant and I like the
addition of the laminated accredited logo at the end. Congrats on
a great project!
This a great piece that combines nicely done graphics with easy to
read information while also adding in some fun touches like the
moveable trucks. Really like the idea and execution of this project.
Waiting until accreditation is complete before adding in the seal is
a nice touch. Very nice job.
It is clear what the opportunity/problem is that made this project
necessary. The poster itself is wonderful. The design is clear,
vibrant and engaging. It makes a complex process easier to
understand and the use of detachable PW vehicles is a fun way to
convey the message. Great job!
I do admire the idea of using something tangible to get the
information right in front of the employees. Sometimes simple is
best!

Savvy (Tie)
City of Carrollton, TX

2018 Festival at the Switchyard Poster
This is a very creative way to combine the train with the
microphone. I like the way the text was incorporated into the
graphic. The overall vibe is very cool and it shows its appeal to the
target audience by the fact that the headlining band wanted
copies! The written statement is very clear, however, consider
creating measurable goals to better gauge the outcome.
Cool look, like the overall idea of this. This poster is extremely well
done. It includes elements we all strive for as government
communicators - local landmarks, city history and an engaging
design all wrapped into one. The decision to incorporate the
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microphone and stand into the train and rail elements is incredibly
effective. Great job!
I love the use of elements that residents are familiar with, such as
making the DART rail train the inspiration for the mic.
Silver Circle Award
City of Greeley, CO

2019 MLK Day Event Marketing
This is a very thorough and thoughtful written statement with
good background information, clear understanding of the
audience and well-rounded goals. The final piece is beautiful with
an excellent use of fonts, colors, placement and images. Nice job!
Great use of color and modern fonts to connect with the target
audience for this event.

Award of Excellence
City of Corpus Christi, TX

Recycle Right Trading Cards
Love the idea of the trading cards and giving each their own
personality. Very clever way to transmit important recycling
information. The designs are cute and engaging. Good written
statement, consider adding more measurable goals.
Great idea! I always appreciate when teams think of new ways to
promote campaigns, and I think this idea and results are really
good.
This is a great and innovative way to engage with you about the
importance of recycling. It appears that most distribution channels
were aimed at youth and that adults happened to want them as
well. Overall, I think this campaign was a great idea. As an avid
card collector, I'd love to have Pepperoni Pacino's rookie card!

Graphic Design - Publications (Population 0 - 150,000)
Savvy Award
City of Avondale, AZ

Avondale Budget in Brief (BiB)
So impressed! What a great way to simplify so much complicated
information. The graphics are beautiful and easy to read. Love
page 5 that gives a snapshot of staffing. Colors are beautiful, fonts
are very readable. Page 7--where does your property tax go--so
helpful! You're write up was spot on and the publication
outstanding!
Breaking down the key points of 300 pages of financial data into
an 8-page document is a Herculean task, but the producers of the
Avondale Budget in Brief brought home the gold with their
2018/2019 report. Use of graphics, charts and icons makes most
explanations unnecessary and depicts how the city of Avondale
uses their entrusted budget in an easily digestible format.
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Visually the best financial document and report ever. This project
showed a stellar use of simplified graphics to impart an
extraordinary amount of complex information in an easy to
understand format. Fantastic job.
Silver Circle Award
City of College Station, TX

2018 Existing Conditions Report
What an undertaking! So impressed with your out-of-the-box
thinking on how to put the publication together and how to make
it cost effective. The publication itself uses beautiful pictures and
graphs to help tell the City story. Really nice job! I can tell by the
publication just how hard you all worked on this! Great job!
Kudos to the Planning and Development Services folks for (finally)
asking for help from the City of College Station's Public
Communications team in producing their 2018 Existing Conditions
documents, a must-do precursor to the 10-year review of the city's
comprehensive plan. The end product is a striking 70-page booklet
that must be described as sharp, colorful, information-packed,
easy-to-read, attention-maintaining work of art. And it was
produced in-house at tremendous cost savings for the city and
sanity saving for Planning and Development. The reader won't
know if sanity was preserved for the Communications
professionals, but they sure did one bang-up job!
The final product is an impressive compendium of vital
information in an ultra-pleasing format. The sheer volume of
graphics illustrating a wide variety of statistics is astonishing and
mostly importantly comprehensive and compelling.

Award of Excellence
City of Carrollton, TX

2019 Carrollton Pet Photo Calendar
Blown away! Everything about this project is stunning! From the
images, placement, success stories, marketing and budgeting-every single aspect was well thought through and executed
perfectly.
I mean who doesn't love beautiful pictures of pets--but this project
just goes the extra mile! I can't say enough about how impressed I
am. Kudos on not only an amazing calendar, but how well you
thought through the entire project.
Creative use of gathering content and having them pay for it.
Financially brilliant. The final product is very attractive with an
impressive use of photography gathered from multiple sources.
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Graphic Design - Publications (Population 151,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
Sarasota County, FL

Library Resources Brochure
This project is a home run, from the succinctly outlined problem,
goals, and outcomes to the updated design that achieves exactly
what it set out to do. The clean layout, carefully chosen photos,
and judicious use of text make the entire piece engaging and
approachable, making it indeed easy to "find yourself at the
library." Well done!
Great evolution from what was previously done to what you have
now. The layout is modern and clean with everything set in a grid.
Everything just falls into place. Fonts and colors are also modern
and eye-catching. I appreciated viewing the before and after
products. That helped in determining the success from an
outsiders perspective.

Silver Circle Award
City of Santa Clarita, CA

City of Santa Clarita - State of the City Newsletter
This project hits its marks on all levels. Using themes based on
community events comes across as a creative and successful way
to promote key messages to the community while making careful
use of resources. The design is fresh, upbeat, spunky, and
relatable, all while sticking to key themes and messages. The entry
itself is well-written and very clear about its design goals and
strategies. This is definitely something I'd pick up and read, even if
I didn't know what it was about.
This is by far one of the most creative newsletters I’ve seen. The
color and font pairings are effective and really grabs the reader’s
attention. The style of your newsletter reminds me of the Pop Art
Movement––in particular, Richard Hamilton’s 1956 “Just What Is It
That Makes Today’s Homes So Different, So Appealing?” with the
collage approach and mixing color and black & white images.
The color usage is bright and colorful and works well with the
composition. Overall, this is a very successful project and I like how
fun, creative, and engaging the newsletters are and believe it
meets your goals.
I thought the written statement explaining the goals and the
project success was great. As for the document, I like that there
are distinctive themes per each issue.

Award of Excellence
City of Austin, TX

Blueprint of Change
This piece does an outstanding job telling the story of the changes
and growth in Austin's Development Services Department. The
entry summary clearly outlines the issue and goals. The entry itself
is a page-turner, revealing something new and interesting about
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the department and how it's working to overcome its challenges in
a well-designed document that is engaging and easy on the eye.
High fives all around!
Very clean, simple, and modern design that is still engaging and
has a lot of great design elements to it. The use of color is
consistent and the layout is effective. It's very simple and easy to
follow.
I really thought the finished product looked great and it seemed to
act as the perfect answer to the needs of the department.
Marketing and Tools - Branding/New Logo/Etc. (Population 0 - 90,000)
Savvy Award
City of Johnson City, TN

City of Johnson City, Tennessee
A lot of improvement and consistency throughout. I like it,
instantly first thing I notice was the mountains. Good job. It has an
identity and a feel of the city itself. The city hall signage is a
welcoming sign and if I was visiting and I would feel welcome
there.
I very much appreciate the idea of following up in a year to
measure their success, especially considering the initial reason for
the project. I view it as a building block. They are establishing
themselves through rebranding with efforts to build upon that.
The web-based system that allows staff to customize marketing
materials while protecting the brand and controlling the message
is genius. It allows for consistency, continuity while including
individuality.
This is a great example of a multifaceted branding campaign; the
variations of the logo are boldly well done. The color palette brings
cohesiveness where consistency varies; however, the overall
aesthetic shines through. The new logo elements and adaptable
tagline align well with the stated jurisdiction story and illustrate
buy-in.

Silver Circle Award
Anthem Community Council, AZ

Anthem 20th Logo
I like the logo because the logo represented the state of Arizona.
The cactus and the mountains clearly visible. Aesthetically design
and felt modern. Good job.
I loved that they found a single vehicle to accomplish multiple
tasks.
This was a very well executed new logo campaign with excellent
documentation of multiple components. The examples
highlighting the usage of the final logo are aligned with the
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purpose as stated. The logo was definitely utilized as the
centerpiece of their messaging for the year which was enhanced
by the incorporation of the multiple variations created for multiple
uses.
Award of Excellence
City of Largo, FL

City of Largo Downtown Identity
The logo is very effective and it has a clear identity on its own. I
see "d" and then I see the "l" a much improved logo than the logo
before. I see building on top it is well thought out and has a
personality to it. It works well and I know it's downtown because
the logo expressed; this is largo. Good Job.
I applaud the team for returning to the drawing board when their
initial concept was met with less than favorable results. Many
times one can get stuck on their version of the vision as opposed
to meeting the needs of the public.
The new logo pairs well with the existing City logo, achieving the
goal of being complimentary while establishing its own brand. The
strategy used to engage the public and solicit community input is
commendable. The flexibility and creativity of the team shines
throughout the creative process. The end result is a lively and
fresh brand that resonates with residents and businesses.

Marketing and Tools - Branding/New Logo/Etc. (Population 91,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
New Mexico Counties, NM

New Mexico Counties Rebrand Campaign
Finding a brand that united 33 organizations is daunting. You
rocked it! Simple yet reflective of the individual elements. I love
the color scheme that you picked. I can only imagine how intricate
it must have been to get all 33 counties to agree on the logo.

Silver Circle Award
Linn County, IA

Linn County Logo Redesign & Rebranding
Impressive use of in-house resources. Colorful design. An inclusive
process delivered value to all departments and the county. This is
definitely a stand out for me. The color palate and the logo are
very appealing to my eyes. I'd have loved to see samples of your
newsletter using the red and the orange instead of the blue /
green. Love the new look.

Award of Excellence
City of Kent, WA

City of Kent - Mission Vision Values Goals
Appreciated the passion and creativity here. Valentines were TOO
CUTE. Video was engaging and showed buy-in across the
organization.
The valentine's day cards are a standout for me. I think they are so
clever and it shows that, even though, we work in government, we
can have a sense of humor. Great marketing/look!
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Marketing and Tools - Economic Development
Savvy Award
City of Sierra Vista, AZ

Economic Development Booklet
Good value for budget. Liked putting it online for broader
outreach. It can be easily updated and have a longer shelf life with
the inside back cover picket...good thinking! Liked the slogan. With
multiple partners, got good back for their buck. Good
photography. Well thought out and definitely aimed at different
audiences. Good design, easy to read. Produced very
economically.
The separate fact sheet that could be easily updated is an
innovative idea and helps keep the piece relevant! The piece is
laser focused on a specific audience.
WOW, gorgeous publication! This entry is an excellent example of
how to wisely invest government funds. Sierra Vista's strategy was
very thorough that included the right sized document with the
right amount of information. However, the final publication and
entry writeup are superb.
The piece is well done both graphically and in terms of editorially. I
also like that you can customize the Fact Sheets that go in the
back--not a novel concept--but one that works nonetheless in the
cost efficient times. I think the brochure is done very well as are
the Fact Sheets. Both are very appealing, concise and a nice
campaign.

Silver Circle Award
City of Santa Clarita, CA

City of Santa Clarita- Innovate SCV
Good clean website. A little skeptical of the budget numbers.
Achievements excellent. Detailed description of project. Results
outlined good metrics.
The return on investment and use of resources are impressive on
this project. A great example of how government can take the
initiative to serve a specific group. The website is very informative
and is a great resource for the tech community and others
interested in learning more about Santa Clarita innovation efforts.
Very impressive that more than 40 percent of traffic came from
returning visitors to the site.
The campaign was in total a great way to promote the city and its
offerings in a nice, concise, well-rounded way. Every facet seemed
to be considered. Clear objectives and nice, measurable results!
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Award of Excellence
City of Dublin, OH

Dublin Reality Check
The metrics were good as was the outreach. Reasonable value for
the budget. Appeals to specific audience. Hits its goal for the most
part. Focused on particular market.
The metrics were clear and measurable. It sounds like they did
their job of getting the word out about what a great place Dublin is
to relocate for a job.
The Dublin Reality Check campaign is very creative and well
thought out. The campaign included great messaging and the core
tactics- the website and videos- were well executed. The entry also
included significant metrics that identified the campaign as a
success. This is a fun campaign. Audience is clearly defined with
good objectives.

Marketing and Tools - Marketing Event
Savvy Award
Town of Marana, AZ

Marana Cape Chase - Superhero Adaptive Fun Run Marketing
Materials
What a fun idea! Love the custom creative. This was an awesome
project. The graphics and pictures look great. Not to mention, the
intent is one that touches the heart. Great job!
This campaign is very innovative and wonderful! In the intended
outcome section, defining the measurable goals is helpful.
The graphics are some of the most intentional and well executed
I've seen (government or private sector) in a while. The images of
the real participants mirrors the event graphics in a way that
illustrates that the intended message was clearly conveyed. Nice
budget breakdown.

Silver Circle Award
City of Corpus Christi, TX

City Hall in the Mall
Great idea and great results. Very nice. I really loved all the
supporting documents. This was a very innovative way to bring
city government to the people. Good job overall! Good results.
The coordination to get all those departments together is a feat by
itself! Intriguing partnership.

Award of Excellence
City of Homestead, FL

Homestead Station Construction Kick Off
Wow. Just wow. Sounds like an amazing event! I really liked your
movie-themed idea. It is original and borrows from pop culture.
Very creative! Love the idea of construction trucks being on
parade next to pyrotechnics and fireworks!!
How brilliant to incorporate such a theatrical kick-off for what
would soon be home to many more theatrical moments. This was
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really innovative and different from your regular turn the dirt type
of event. Pulling off something of this magnitude is a feat. Reading
the entry made me sad I missed the party - and to think that it was
a construction kickoff! Truly impressive effort and excellent
results.
Marketing and Tools - Government Service Delivery/Community Issue (Population 0 - 99,000)
Savvy Award
City of Mansfield, TX

Mansfield Volunteer Program
This project was a great way to bring the community together. The
videos showcased the projects and participants and can help as a
recruiting tool to obtain more volunteers. Great job!
This volunteer program is a great way to take a problem (code
non-compliance) that affects the whole area and have people
come together to solve it and feel a strong sense of community.
Social media was an effective way to reach the volunteer audience
and to offer kudos and satisfaction to them afterwards.
The piece truly shows what a community can do when they come
together! Awesome!

Silver Circle Award
Town of Queen Creek, AZ

Town of Queen Creek General Plan Update
Congrats on the 84% passage! All of your hard work was worth the
positive votes. The multi-phase strategy was very effective in
getting the community engaged and garnering input. I am amazed
at the 84% passage rate and the engagement numbers. Great
infographics. This team really did their due diligence! Every step
of the project was taken into account, and it showed on its return!
With an 84 percent approval rate by the general public, the
message was received extremely well!

Award of Excellence
City of Bozeman, MT

City of Bozeman Public Safety Center
Congrats on the passing of the Public Safety Center Bond! The
success of this communication endeavor is clear with 60% of the
voters in favor of the bonds, especially after two previous failures
at the polls. The cost of the marketing consult and the time
invested by staff in speaking engagements was well worth the
effort.
You did a phenomenal job trying to convince the general Public to
approve this to move forward. Public Safety should always be
number one, and this project shows! Great Job!
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Marketing and Tools - Government Service Delivery/Community Issue (Population 100,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Tallahassee, FL

Southside Farmers Market
Very detailed plan and report. Tallahassee is to be commended for
tackling a large public health issue in their community with good
communications tools.
Congratulations on an outstanding program. Your research,
planning and implementation efforts are exemplary. An excellent
public outreach campaign, thoroughly researched, and an
excellent model for how to do a public outreach plan right. The
program's catchy title, "Me me at the market," complemented by
the theme "You are what you eat, so be real, fresh and local" was
nothing short of AWESOME! Congratulations on a fabulously well
designed and executed outreach program that obviously made a
huge difference in the community!

Silver Circle Award
City of Santa Clarita, CA

City of Santa Clarita-Heads Up! PSA Teen Contest
Excellent way to educate youth about texting and driving and get
them involved in the solutions. The winning videos were very well
done and impactful.
Appropriate research combined with a fun idea to get teens
involved resulted in an effective outcome. Having the winning
video play in local movie theaters was a good idea.
Texting while driving is an epidemic among high school drivers.
This program was a great way to create awareness and a bit of
peer pressure to put away the phone and pay attention. Giving
scripts for high school students to read at their daily
announcement was a great way to generate a buzz! And what kid
wouldn't want to go to the movies with friends and family to see
their video on the big screen! Inspiring.

Award of Excellence
City of Arlington, TX

Via Rideshare Launch
Congratulations on the great press coverage covering your
innovative program. A huge win for the city of Arlington, Tx with
the CBS This Morning coverage. The announcement video was fun,
easy to watch and kept your attention providing just the right
information. Everything about this outreach program was first
class.

Marketing and Tools - Best Use of Humor
Savvy Award
Skagit County, WA

Skagit County's PoopSmart Campaign
By far one of the funniest and clever campaigns I have seen.
Excellent use of play on words and phrases to keep things light and
humorous for an otherwise odious and unpleasant topic. Honestly,
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this had me rolling on the floor--especially the Yoda "Doo or do
not" one. Great call to action regarding the necessity of potentially
shutting down fishing areas if bacteria levels get too high. Also
loved the "Poop in the News" section in the Toolkit. Fantastic job!
Skagit County did their "dooty" with this effective campaign! This
website and social media campaign is fun and compels users to
read and learn more. The simple graphics and text is nothing short
of "pooptacular!"
The website was designed so well. I would have read every section
of this just for fun even if I wasn’t working! I loved the funny
made-up quotes scattered throughout. (“Dogs are angels full of
poop!”) The illustration style matches the funny tone of the
writing. Looks like you are well on your way of reaching your goal
of helping the public understand the water pollution happening in
this county.
So creative and fun! I think this campaign is eye catching, a little
silly but so effective. Great job.
Silver Circle Award
City of North Liberty, IA

The Trashelor
Great theme for this campaign, very creative, well done and a lot
of fun to watch! "The Trashelor" is a great parody -- all the more
impressive since it was done by a small town on a budget of about
$50! This entry gets the judges' red rose!
The teaser was the best part about this entry. Perfectly written to
entice people: “Three containers. One choice. Which bin did
residents pick for their families? The City of North Liberty, Iowa
found out during the most dramatic season ever of The Trashelor.”

Award of Excellence
City of Pflugerville, TX

I think this campaign is super creative and fun. I laughed the whole
way through. Great job!
#NationalGrammarDay - Proper Use of Pf in Pflugerville
Uniquely humorous approach to a well-known regional issue of
the town's name mispronunciation. Clever and fun...nicely done!
"Pfantastic" video and execution that's completely on brand. It's
clear the Pflugerville Communications team can be responsive and
turn around quality projects quickly, all while having a lot of
"pfun!"
Good job using National Grammar Day for this pfun post! It's
clever and more unexpected to have a post linking to National
Grammar Day. So fun! I think the release of this video was perfect
timing and effective. Great work!
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Marketing and Tools - Best Use of a Promotional Item
Savvy Award
City of Corpus Christi, TX

Recycle Right Trading Cards
Masterful idea at such a low cost to residents. Well-done, clever,
educational campaign. Loved all the characters used---appeals to
all ages. Particularly liked how the campaign translated to the
various media from trading cards to PSAs to the Customer Guide.

Silver Circle Award
City of Grandview, MO

It's in the Bag!
Great use of public funds. Very clever. Clever execution for
gaining food drive donations.

Award of Excellence
City of Carrollton, TX

9th Annual Festival Wrapped Guitars
Very cost effective use of resources. Wrapping the guitars is a
very creative and innovative execution. Nice graphic design.

Most Creative Activity with Least Dollars Spent (Population 0 - 150,000)
Savvy Award
City of Boynton Beach, FL

#HooverisHappy Social Media Campaign
I howled when reading this entry. This campaign highlights clever,
creative, and resourceful use of a four-legged friend to help deliver
an important safety message. Hoover became the city's quiet zone
safety ambassador, much the same way other iconic animal
figures have in the past. Woodsy Owl, Smokey Bear, etc. Excellent
campaign. Kudos for seeing and seizing this wonderful "op-pawtunity". This entry was a clear winner!
This campaign was a great way to tie in the community to changes
made in the community. Having a K9 spokesperson who had a
social presence was a win for Boynton Beach!
I also thoroughly appreciated the paw-some puns scattered
throughout the entry. What a clever way to bring levity and a
message that "sticks" to a serious issue. Everyone loves pets they're always our biggest social media draw - and partnering with
a local business to celebrate an achievement is a great show of
collaboration.

Silver Circle Award
City of Winchester, VA

Combat the Cat Campaign
Nice graphic development and clever use of the iconic cat burglar
image. A good match for the message. Well delivered using a
variety of tactics. Overall, creative, cute, and clever.
This simple message really drove results for the community. This
campaign is proof that simple methods can make a big difference
if executed in the right way.
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If you want to catch motorists' attention, roadside signs are the
"purr-fect" way to do it. The cat character (love the slogan stitched
into the sweater) and cheesy video combine for a light-hearted
approach that makes a serious message easy to remember.
Award of Excellence
City of Carrollton, TX

2019 Carrollton Pet Photo Calendar
A fundamental rule of PR: You can never go wrong with animals
and kids. Love the pet pics, especially the cover, and June's Quinn - and I'm not even a dog person. A touching way to benefit shelter
animal. Loved the success stories. Liked the use of the runner-up
photos as insets. Also love the idea of a pooch pool party -- what a
great place to sell the calendars. You just can't go wrong with cute
pets.
While the calendar idea is not new to fundraising for pets, the
execution really sold it. I especially appreciated the success stories
at the end of the calendar. The inclusion of runner ups in the
squares was a great idea as well.
Staff developed and implemented some very clever ideas to make
the calendar pay for itself and raise money for the animal shelter
as well. Photo quality is always dicey when submissions are sought
from amateur photographers (aren't all of our pets adorable?), but
the results here speak otherwise.

Most Creative Activity with Least Dollars Spent (Population 151,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of San Antonio, TX

Where Does It Go?
Great campaign that clearly understands the need to create a
more digestible message for their intended demographic. From
the overall need to address single-stream recycling content to the
nuanced use of non-specific-ethnicity character/POV, the public
sector agency did a really good job of thinking this through.
The price-point for printing is fantastic, especially for such a small
print job. Great success working with a tight budget to produce a
tangible item to educate. The title is a fabulous lure-in. By asking a
question one is intrigued to open the book. This project was
successful in utilizing in-house talent.

Silver Circle Award
City of Fort Collins, CO

Find your MORE with Recreation
Great premise of the project, to learn about how they engage with
the entity; to learn better how they can evaluate their reach. This
shows a desire to quantify their progress.
The campaign appeared to use a well-rounded approach with
different mediums to advertise. The metrics used were good and
well-reasoned. (Some of their metrics are fantastic and provide a
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good benchmark for peers) By setting a target of increasing
revenues, the department acknowledges the financial relevance of
marketing and results-based decisions for future campaigns (if
only as a means of convincing budgeting officers of the worth).
Mention of coordination and collaboration between Recreation
and the Communications team is good to know - shows that the
department knows how to amplify their efforts and/or knows the
importance of staying on message.
Award of Excellence
Linn County, IA

Linn County Logo Redesign & Rebranding
Clearly defined issue/statement of purpose. Appreciated the
notation of how small the communications department is. It gives
a good perspective of how daunting the task would be to create
cohesion among that many independently elected officials and
~750 employees. Great work by only 2 people! Logo Usage
Request Form for external/3rd-Party entities is a new paradigm for
our government entities to consider. Great work on the part of the
applicant. Good mention of the scope of what was purchased for
the external work. Easy to see the value-added component of the
project that way. A very poignant and relatable issue, so I
particularly appreciated the scope and thorough nature of the
description.
With a logo being an important part of an organization's brand,
unifying all bran-able elements under the same logo successfully
impacts the company's public perception. This was achieved
creatively and within budget.

Most Innovative
Savvy Award
City of Santa Clarita, CA

City of Santa Clarita- "Stolen Collection"
This was a clever and unique campaign to reduce property crime.
Doing the research to understand their target audience, as well as
employing a well-designed visual campaign to execute the
message was great in itself, however, also setting a goal to
understand if the campaign worked, was key. I also loved the
website which was a great way to further educate the audience
when they were curious about the new "Stolen Collection". Great
job!
What a creative campaign! The campaign elements are
memorable and humorous, contributing to the success of this
program. This deserves all the praises on creativity and innovation
it can get. The designers on this project did such an extraordinary
job. This is a problem every city has, you have created such a
memorable campaign.
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Silver Circle Award
Town of Fuquay-Varina, NC

It's Time to Play Quiz the Quay-State of the Town Edition
I really loved this concept. It is truly difficult to continue to find
innovative ways to reinforce a state of the town/city/county
address or highlight accomplishments in a way that is engaging.
The use of the social media gameshow was brilliant, witty, and
fun.
Creative way to provide information! Good idea to incorporate
local celebrities that could help boost viewership. Great break out
of goals and outcomes.
This was a bold move and paid off. Doing something different is
always hard on the people that have done it the same way. It takes
a strong team to sell the idea and implement when everyone is
wondering if it's going to work. It was creative and seemed to have
helped with your social outreach numbers, which is always a
bonus!

Award of Excellence
Port of San Francisco, CA

Embarcadero Seawall "Makers" Partnerships
This was a great example of employing public/private partnerships
to communicate and educate residents about a problem,
especially when there is a need for immediate action on their part.
Partnering with local businesses to create innovative ways to
inform residents about the need was impressive, especially
considering those entities invested money into the marketing on
their own.
Clearly identified the problem/opportunity. Creative partnership
with the coffee company and brewery. Great use of showing
success of the initiative in creating awareness.
Wow. I'm blown away. The hardest thing to do in government is to
grow awareness for something that the government has very little
knowledge of. This project has such a long life span that the
people voting for the budget allocation will barely feel it
themselves. Bringing in local businesses that has an actual
monetary stake in the wall, not being cared for was genius. That's
a win-win which is the only way a government can do business
with the private sector in my opinion.

Photography - Multi-Image Use
Savvy Award
City of Gresham, OR

Food Stories: The Rockwood Community Cookbook
Very creative and impressive job! I love the idea of uniting people
through a cookbook. The photos are amazing. To capture a still
object is one thing but I really feel connected to the people making
the food in the cookbook pages as well. It's amazing how many
cultures exist in such a small area.
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This is one of the most inspiring, purposeful, meaningful projects
I've seen. Getting the backstory about each of the recipes makes
this one of the most complete cookbooks I've ever seen.
Let's not forget to talk about the innovation, talent, creativity, and
heart that went into this project. All the long hours are evident, as
is the passion that was put into creating the cookbook itself. The
photography, simplistic yet impactful design and the diversity in
the selections are the perfect ingredients in this "recipe" for
success. (Sorry, I couldn't resist that one.)
I can't say enough about this project, and the write-up was
thorough, informative, heartwarming, and transparent (especially
where the budget is concerned.)
Applause, applause, applause on a great project. I'm going to go
order my cookbook now, and a few extras for Christmas gifts.
Hopefully, they're still available.
Silver Circle Award
City of Sierra Vista, AZ

Sky Islands Summit Challenge Photography
Makes me want to travel from Florida to do the challenge... This
entry definitely demonstrates the talent PIOs bring to the table.
This entry clearly demonstrates that a significant amount of
planning and passion went into this project, as evidenced by the
imagery shared. Action photos are tough. The photographer
definitely has some mad photography skills. Congrats on such
beautiful photos. I feel inspired to visit Sierra Vista, especially
when I read the words "mountain bikers."
It was very smart to consider both the immediate and long-term
needs to maximize time and efficiency. And, kudos for the six-mile
hike not just once, but multiple times, to capture the perfect
shots. I also enjoyed the variety in the images themselves. Overall,
great entry, including the supporting materials and links.

Award of Excellence
City of Round Rock, TX

Lens on Engagement: Photography as the Engine to a Strong
“Sense of Place" Strategy
Great photos that clearly meet the goals outlined in your
submission. From reviewing this submission, I've gotten a good
sense of the community. Great photos of your lovely town! Nice
composition. I love that a key focus of this project was
collaborating with the residents and empowering them to share
their vision of "place" in their community through their own
photos. What an engaging way to showcase your community.
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Photography - Single-Image Use
Savvy Award
City of Greenville, NC

Fireworks Over the Town Common
This is a stunning photo! This is a remarkable image. As a
photographer, I know the difficulty of capturing an image like this
and this is just a splendid photo of what looked like an awesome
event. Amazing job.

Silver Circle Award
Anthem Community Council, AZ

Anthem at Dusk
The colors and view are absolutely striking! What a wonderful way
to showcase your community. Beautiful shot! Very well done.

Award of Excellence
City of Greenville, NC

G.K. Butterfield Transportation Center
An absolutely gorgeous photo - making transportation facilities far
more interesting and attractive than we typically see. Quite an
achievement to share!

Printed Publications - Annual Report (Population 0 - 99,000)
Savvy Award
Town of Flower Mound, TX

2017 Town of Flower Mound Annual Report
Outstanding document. Excellent publication, graphics and
readability. The most successful component of this report was the
section and display that explains how resident's tax dollars are
being spent--it was clear, concise and designed in an aesthetically
pleasing way. I believe this report was successful in that it
generated easy readability. Outstanding report that incorporates
graphics and visuals that capture your eye and make it very easy to
read and understand. This is a beautiful report. Great colors,
layout and use of charts.

Silver Circle Award
City of Pico Rivera, CA

Pico Rivera 2017-2018 Accomplishment Book
This report was captivating eye-catching because of the incredible
photography featured that capture the essence of this city and the
goal of this project. An incredible blend of beautiful art an infographics!
I think that it did an excellent job of generating positivity by
communicating/reminding the residents of all of the great
achievements found within the area in-light of the impactful
economic changes.
I think that this report achieved its goal of providing more
transparency of government projects, and did so in an easy-toread/ aesthetically pleasing way. Great Job!
Your wide distribution of this report is commendable. Very nice
documentation of your community's achievements.
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Award of Excellence
City of Dublin, OH

A Connected Community – 2018 Annual Report
I am glad this descriptive letter was prefaced with the fact that this
community has experience working on annual reports and is
always looking for new ways to improve. One of the highlights of
this report was the photography and the way it captured the
essence of this city and its citizens! The report had a beautiful
layout and was an excellent means of communicating/launching
the campaign "A Connected Community". Great work! Nicely
done. Although there is much copy, it is informative and easy to
read.

Printed Publications - Annual Report (Population 100,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Norfolk, VA

The City of Norfolk Department of Information Technology 2018
Fiscal Year Highlights & 2019 Operating Plan
The combination of the FY18 Highlights & 2019 Operating Plan is a
really good idea. This document should be of great use to all
departments!
Information technology can often be a difficult area for people to
understand as it is the foundation behind so many things. This
report has taken what was a previously misunderstood area and
made it tangible, measurable, and relevant. This was easy to read
and provided a clear understanding of the department's value to
the city. I loved the description of staff roles and the Information
Technology by the numbers section. An attractive and informative
publication. Well done!
I enjoyed the use of spot color and the photos of your employees.
I enjoyed the 2019 plan section! You effectively used infographics
and presented your goals. The "Information Technology by the
Numbers" pages are great. A reader that looked at those two
pages alone would still go away understanding the vast size of the
infrastructure and system and the time that the IT staff must work
to protect these resources. These pages transfer information in a
creative and effective way.

Silver Circle Award
Linn County, IA

Linn County Popular Annual Financial Report
This is a good piece for residents. Short and easy to understand.
The use of graphs and charts makes what might otherwise be
complex content very straightforward. I appreciate the use of
color and graphics to make a financial report more exciting.
Budgeting was well-handled and demonstrates fiscal responsibility
to the taxpayer.
What a great idea to combine the county's CAFR with an annual
report! I like the efficiency! This was a well-designed publication
utilizing a fresh, new brand! Photos were high quality and the
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graphical elements seemed to match the items with which they
were paired. This report is clearly written in a friendly and simple
format for residents to be able to read about and, more
importantly, understand the financial business of Linn County. The
designers used the perfect amount of graphs to transfer
information to the public without being repetitive and confusing.
Great Job!
Award of Excellence
Georgia World Congress Center
Authority, GA

Focal Point: Annual Report 2018
This is a nice report. The effort taken to move this from a black
and white paper publication to something that is aesthetically
appealing is evident here. Some of the highlights include the listing
of upcoming events already booked for the GWCCA, the list of
awards and recognition received, and the extensive list of current
accomplishments. I really enjoyed the interactive aspect of the
click through videos and animations. The financial information was
simple and easy to understand and the inclusion of the partner
center in Savannah only adds to demonstrate the value of this
organization. Moving all production (aside from printing) in-house
shows tremendous attention to fiscal responsibility and should be
commended. Well done!
Overall this is a clean, well-organized publication. I enjoyed the A-Z
feature. I enjoyed the feature on pages 12 and 13, nice photos and
it connected to something in real life to which I could relate. The
links to videos were a good idea! This report does an excellent job
of tying the past to the future: this is where we were, this is where
we are, this is where we are going. This tie between the
foundation of the past and the plan for the future is visible in
every article within the report. Well done!

Printed Publications - Calendars
Savvy Award
City of Boynton Beach, FL

2019 Calendar
Love the idea of the community superheroes! Shazam! Super job
on this calendar that featured the superheroes in their
community. The colorful calendar was not only a tool to engage
and educate the community but demonstrated that the city really
cares about its community members. The creative, visual design
execution was spot on -- WOW!

Silver Circle Award
City of Carrollton, TX

Carrollton Pet Photo Calendar
I love the how the photography contest tied into the calendar.
Judges were howling at the overall success of this calendar. Not
only did the calendar feature community fur babies through a pet
photo contest, it rallied the community to raise funds for a good
cause and achieved excellent results. Great use of images and
well-designed.
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Award of Excellence

Not Given for This Panel

Printed Publications - Catalogs/Guides
Savvy Award
City of Chamblee, GA

Come and See Chamblee!
I was highly impressed with this entry. The publication felt "up
market" I love the innovation of using an Instagram approach for
a publication. I think the landscape design made the publication
feel more expensive and lent itself to making you want to flip
through the pages.
Beautiful publication. Great use of photos as well as the use of
clean and simple design. Each photo and description made me
want to visit these locations.

Silver Circle Award
City of Redmond, WA

Redmond Parks and Rec Activity Guides
ISSU is a professional publication that uses images that convey
community and represent all people in Redmond. It has a clean
layout that is easy to use. The results and increased participation
demonstrates its impact on the community. Liked the use of lots
of fun and engaging photos. Colors used throughout the
publication really popped.

Award of Excellence
City of Orlando, FL

The Fabric of Our Communities: Black Historical Locations Map
I think this was a creative solution to encouraging people to learn
about Black History year-round. I think the format worked for the
intended purpose. I appreciate that there is a very specific use for
the piece and that audience was at the forefront of design.
I really like the engaging aspects of a historical walking tour. The
objective was to celebrate Black History Month past the month of
February and I believe that this tour and map does exactly that.
Residents and visitors to the area can learn about the important
history of the Orlando area in a really interactive way.

Printed Publications - External Publications (Population 0 - 41,000)
Savvy Award
City of Shaker Heights, OH

Shaker Life Magazine, Spring 2019 Issue
The creativity within this publication is amazing. It's great to see
government communications thinking outside the box. Cities
struggle to attract and retain residents all over the United States.
Making a publication that has articles about the people and the
community is a great solution. Well done!
Exceptional photography and layout. Outstanding use of
photography throughout the entire publication. The
documentation of interactions with the community response is
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appreciated and admired. Great amount of revenue ratio to
budgeted costs.
Silver Circle Award
City of Tucker, GA

InTucker Magazine
First, amazing job on this publication and citizen interaction. It's
fabulous you listened to what the citizen's preferred to read
about. You've make this into a joy to read and my favorite
submission to judge. Again, great job.
As you know, your unique views and page views have consistently
increased since October 2018, making it alone a successful
publication. I also think it's great that you have a small
subscription base of printed newsletters for those that want a
hand-held visual. Making it subscription based decreases waste.
The design and layout is one of the best I've seen within this
competition. The design is geared toward digital; the font choices
are perfect for digital digestion along with the wider layout
justification and negative space. The design is clean. Also, all
photos are unique to the City of Tucker; there are new if no stock
photos.
Overall, great work. I'm excited to see more from Tucker in the
future. The community response to the piece after only being
established in this format for such a short time is noteworthy. The
"Ask Rip" section is a unique way to inform and answer questions
related to Parks and Recreation. Great use of thoughtful
photography for each section.

Award of Excellence
City of Merriam, KS

Merriam Highlights and Recreation
This piece is colorful and eye-catching and has nice use of
photography and color. The typography and layout are well
suited to the piece and also help with readability. Topics
discussed throughout the publication are wide-ranging and
would appeal to many residents.

Printed Publications - External Publications (Population 42,000 - 85,000)
Savvy Award
City of Eden Prairie, MN

“Life in the Prairie” Newsletter Redesign
Love the short, most important messaged stories with the ability
to go find more. It also drives traffic to the website, where you can
post articles throughout the year and keep up communication!
One of the most pleasant and remarkable uses of photography for
the cover.
What a visually engaging publication! I like the short “blurb” style
of the stories. Reading it was easy, I feel as though average citizens
could easily understand complex issues.
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Village Park Brochure
Silver Circle Award
City of Kannapolis, NC

Award of Excellence
City of Sierra Vista, AZ

Absolutely on the MARK!!!!! This is proper Design, Spacing,
Photography, and Typography. As a designer, I am very impressed
with what they pulled off. The brochure made me want to visit
village park! Good use of pictures along with the text.
Vistas Newsletter
More cost effective measures to reach more people is always a
great path to take with local government, and your community is
better served with this approach. Gorgeous and engaging covers
with perfect spacing and content load. I found myself excited to
read Vistas after reading the descriptive letter! And then I found
myself envious of the product once I looked at the issues. It’s
visual and engaging, and loaded with important content. This is a
stellar product, and I hope the community realizes how lucky they
are to have such a professional publication.

Printed Publications - External Publications (Population 86,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Gresham, OR

Food Stories: The Rockwood Community Cookbook
What a beautiful cookbook!! I admire the creative and innovative
project approach which appears to have been a labor of love.
Wow! This is absolutely phenomenal. There is so much I could say
about this, but I will talk about just a few of my favorite things. The
first thing I love is that the larger problem of food insecurity is
being addressed so proactively and with diversity in mind. I am
familiar with this area and just how diverse it is. It would be easy
to just publish an "Americanized" cookbook of fresh foods and
cooking tips. To go beyond that and ensure that the kaleidoscope
of culture in Rockwood is recognized demonstrates a City
government that is both in touch with and cares about its citizens.
While all the food included sounds delicious, My favorite parts of
this cookbook are the personal stories of each of the contributors.
This personal touch makes the project relatable to its consumers
as they may see their own stories reflected there. Pairing this
project with charitable efforts and the creation of a community
center where all can feel welcome is just an added bonus. This was
a remarkable effort completed with a limited budget.
I think I will be contacting Gresham city hall for my copy! Well
done! Overall a very well done project! This was a big undertaking
and staff pulled off a great piece! I loved the combination of a
story with each recipe. These stories create community. Well
done.
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Silver Circle Award
City of Bloomington, MN

Bloomington Briefing
Application was well put together and the quality of the
publication is indicative of why there would be a strong desire to
increase the frequency of publication. The publication is not only
great for Bloomington residents, but it also serves as a great
marketing piece for the community. It definitely accomplishes the
goals!!
First, I was incredibly impressed with the supporting materials
uploaded in the Descriptive Letter. The time and effort put into
making that an actual publication was impressive. National Citizen
Survey Data was well used, and it is clear that the citizens of this
community really value the newsletter.
This is an impressive newsletter! To produce something so packed
with information on a monthly basis is quite the undertaking and
you do it well! I enjoyed the quality (and I'm assuming original
photos), the consistent fonts, the photo with each column from
the Mayor as well as the Bloomington Bike item. The amount of
information about Bloomington packed into each issue is
outstanding. The combination of real photos, human-interest
stories, news, and events draws the reader in. After reading an
issue, I feel like I've visited Bloomington.

Award of Excellence
City of Cedar Rapids, IA

Our CR Magazine
I thought that using themes was an interesting idea and well done.
Publications are visually appealing and provide good information.
I found the content of Our CR to be interesting and informative. I
am particularly fond of the History Preserved issue and am certain
that it was a very popular topic. The use of photos from city staff is
a great asset. I know as a resident , I would rather see actual
photos from events in my city than stock photos. The continual
presence of the City directory is also a big plus. Overall, a strong
publication with lots of interesting information!
This is an innovative publication! Kudos to staff for finding a
unique way to present their content! Organizing each issue by
theme is risky, but it paid off! Solid ratio of text to photos and
graphics, too. Well done!
The use of photography not only enhances the articles, but it
catches the reader's attention.

Printed Publications - Other
Savvy Award
City of College Station, TX

2018 Public Communications Year in Review
What a great idea! Love that this is shared with internal folks who
can use this knowledge to their advantage. Very well Designed.
Modern layout. Very good Font choice. I Love how the OFFICE OF
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PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS is empowered: Bold statements and
pictures.
Silver Circle Award
Maricopa County, AZ

The MCAO K9 Unit Guide to Court Coloring and Activity Book
This is SO GOOD! What a fantastic way to introduce children to a
scary situation. Love the use of the dogs as the heroes of the story,
as well as nighttime superheroes (of COURSE). Beautifully done.
Great idea to help reach children in a difficult setting,
circumstance or hard time. Very innovative way to communicate
and help educate a child. It is very creative and well done
designed. This project shows boldness and thinking out of the box.
Great Job!

Award of Excellence
City of Florence, KY

Florence's Public Services Brochure
Love the illustration! We too have a difficult time explaining all
that our Public Works Department does for our citizens. This piece
will definitely serve as inspiration! I'd describe this as crisp, clean
and easy to read - and worth reading! Nice job, great graphics and
layout. LOVE the "map" inside and the by the numbers page. Very
nice update to a somewhat overlooked department and group.
Very well done. Modern and very easy to comprehend the
information. Very visually appealing infographic. Good color
choice: A good combination of Navy and Yellow.
NAVY conveys importance, confidence, power, and authority, as
well as intelligence, stability, unity, and conservatism. YELLOW
has energy and is associated with freshness, happiness, positivity,
clarity, optimism, enlightenment, remembrance, intellect, honor,
loyalty, and joy.

Printed Publications – Reports
Savvy Award
City of Cedar Rapids, IA

Paving for Progress 5-Year Report
Great idea and event greater approach to show progress, educate
on the process and keep the community informed. Great use of
graphics and colors too. Wonderful presentation and concept;
very well done. Including public testimonials and news stories of
the project's successes is a great addition, providing some context
around the progress and its impact on the community.

Silver Circle Award
City of Avondale, AZ

Avondale Budget in Brief (BiB)
Translating a 300-page budget document into a 8-page, visual and
easy-to-read publication is not an easy task and you did it well. I
specially appreciate the tone, friendly yet informative. Good use
of graphics to illustrate various concepts from the city budget. By
letting the graphics drive most of the publication, it's easy and
quick to see what information is available, and it is an effective
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means of serving the publication's purpose: a snapshot of a
complicated issue.
Award of Excellence
Village of Glencoe, IL

Village of Glencoe Fiscal Year 2020 Budget in Brief
Good idea to present the complexity of a city budget on a 6-page
document available to all residents. I also applaud the effort to
make it available in print and digital versions. The graphic
presentation does a good job providing a simple overview to a
complex issue. The inclusion of the short tidbits at the bottom of
the pages (e.g., number of calls for public safety services and
number of golf rounds played) is a great addition to show both the
importance of the budget and its impact on residents' lives
without getting too tied up in dollar figures.

Resident Participation (Population 0 - 115,000)
Savvy Award
City of Charlottesville, VA

Flicker Jingle Sing-along Contest
Unique, fun and creative way to generate safety awareness using a
well-known character in the community. The leverage you gain
with the TV station partnership was smart too. Your minimal
investment paid off big time with those numbers of impressions
and response in general. Well done!
Clever method of engaging the community and building new
audiences. This campaign is an excellent example of how to take
an existing, established and well-known communications tool and
expanding its impact through engaging various communities
through traditional and evolving media.

Silver Circle Award
Sandy City, UT

Connect With Sandy City Campaign
Streamlining information for the busy citizens is always a great
idea. The more accessible make information to them, the better.
Creative way to build audiences on multiple platforms. The
impressive numbers on e-notification sign-ups, app downloads and
new users shows that there was a public demand for such a
centralized information hub and that the methods used to direct
people to this new source were effective and far-reaching.

Award of Excellence (Tie)
City of Brentwood, MO

Brentwood Bound Community Engagement
I appreciate the comprehensive approach that was taken,
particularly the use of both traditional and digital ways of
contacting people. The video did a good job illustrating the
potential positive impact of the project. I was unclear how it was
funded via the information supplied in the budget section. The
investment of the community task force in the outreach and
engagement really shows in the commitment to reach all residents
and in the end results of a successful ballot measure.
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Award of Excellence (Tie)
Town of Queen Creek, AZ

Town of Queen Creek General Plan Update
Impressed by the educational aspect of your outreach hence the
high percentage of voter approval. Demonstrates a well-executed
campaign to reach residents about an esoteric concept. The
extensive use of social media and strong engagement numbers
show an awareness of reaching people where they are and
adapting to new means of outreach. I especially like the succinct
and prominent "It's Your Future" moniker to grab attention.

Resident Participation (Population 116,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Santa Clarita, CA

City of Santa Clarita- Heads Up! PSA Teen Contest
The most impressive concept of this entry was the inclusion of
public participation in the actual creation of the public service
announcement. Many times, as communicators we focus on public
participation before the project and the engagement once the
project is completed; however, it was so refreshing to see how you
engaged the public in the actual creation of the project. This
method alone increases awareness and engagement. Well done!
This is wonderful, all your supporting data really proves this was a
success!! I love the format to which you set for the videos, it
seems like all the teens participating new the overall key messages
and incorporated similar branded messages throughout!
A fantastic way to involve teens in a campaign for and by teens
tackling a problem that affects teens. Great turnout with video
submittals and great partnerships with the schools and local
theaters.

Silver Circle Award
City of Roseville, CA

EngageRoseville
Well done! The passing of a half-cent general sales tax measure is
directly correlated with the efforts of this initiative. I really
enjoyed all the measurable outcomes and data you provided.
The education portion of this campaign seems like it really was the
"homerun" as that is so hard to do with such a large population
but judging by all your data and the VOTE seems like you really did
it.
I love the design of the logo and that it is close to your city logo
design. A very comprehensive approach to taking the "bull by the
horns" to turn a potentially catastrophic negative situation and
prevent it from taking over the entire organization. The positive
focus on engagement and listening to the community helped to
demonstrate that the organization and the residents are in it
together. A high price tag given the budget deficit; however,
money well spent to involve the community and keep the message
positive.
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Award of Excellence
Loudoun County, VA

Smart Scale Public Engagement: Crowdsourcing Map
I have to say this entry displayed outstanding amounts of creativity
and innovation. Well-done! The tool developed is super functional
and seems to have worked exactly for the purpose. A smart way
to use GIS data to engage the public on the decision-making
process for upcoming projects. Simple format allows for the public
to easily navigate and comment on projects, which encourages
participation. Impressive numbers!

Social Media - Best Campaign Use (Population 0 - 199,000)
Savvy Award
City of Champaign, IL

Champaign Fire Department - Meet Ember the Elf
Absolutely brilliant! You took a wildly popular holiday character
and turned it into a city-wide learning lesson, and not just for
children. The content is engaging and the photos make you want
to see more of Ember's life. Great job! I thoroughly enjoyed the
creativity of this campaign! It was something fun for adults and
their children. Great job! This is comical and informative! This
engages the community by bringing flare to serious topics but also
keeps them searching for more updates from, Elmer. Great job!

Silver Circle Award
City of McKinney, TX

City of McKinney Unique by Nature Instagram Contest
Love this! The human factor; creating a contest for your users;
excellent use of Instagram! Not only did you get user generated
content (UGC), but you received wonderful stories to build upon.
This project was clearly explained and is a great example of
community involvement! I really enjoyed this. This is a fun and
engaging campaign that allows citizens to share their favorite
spots in their city. It also encourages getting outdoors to create
memories and capture snapshots of your events with family and
friends. Great job getting your community involved!

Award of Excellence
Fort Collins Utilities, CO

#WeAreUtilities Campaign
The human factor is a beautiful thing! Not only do your users get
to know city employees, but your employees get to know one
another, too! The human factor builds trust. Great job! This was
nice because it added human interest to an area in which people
are not recognized or known. This is well done and truly defines
connectivity. It ensures your community of the importance of
respecting one another and the importance of each vital role that
each employee plays to continue to build a high functioning and
safe environment.
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Social Media - Best Campaign Use (Population 200,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
Charlotte Water, NC

Pipes Hate Wipes
By far the most impressive social media campaign. Using a lighthearted approach to bring awareness and action to a real
problem. Great engagement. I LOVE these videos! This is exactly
what social media in government is for - creating entertaining
ways to engage and educate the community on mundane topics.
This is a well-thought out and executed campaign, job well done.
A perfect score from this judge! It was informative, creative,
humorous and necessary. Who knew that these wipes are such a
problem? I enjoyed the costumes, the use of multiple locations
and the reactions of bystanders. Now I want more videos from this
Odd Couple; can you say "sitcom!" The stats looked very good.
While the budget was huge, this is a huge problem and the money
wasn't flushed down the drain. If the problem is reduced then the
money was well spent. You've convinced me; now I hate wipes,
too! I thoroughly enjoyed the commercials for this campaign. The
production value was high and well done.

Silver Circle Award
City of Phoenix, AZ

PHX Summer Safety
Coordinating one unified message from the City was a very smart
idea to maximize the exposure for this campaign. The way social
media was used to target audiences and amplify the message
promoted through other forms of communication worked very
well. Good effort to get everyone to work together on one
campaign instead of multiple messaging strategies. The graphics
are great and making them available to everyone, including the
media was a good plan. Your application is very thorough and it
looks like you nailed all of your objectives. Your website and all of
its resources is outstanding. This is a well done campaign. This
strategy is well-built and well-executed. The level of detail,
number of graphics and options for sharing create ease for media,
constituents and government to rebrand a tried and true message
and bring awareness to a very populated city.

Award of Excellence
City of Santa Clarita, CA

City of Santa Clarita- Firefighter and Puppies
Firefighters AND puppies: you can't go wrong. I really liked how
the team got creative after the previous years' campaign was not
meeting goals. Social media is meant to make information fun and
I think this is a perfect example of making an unengaging topic
relatable.
The campaign acknowledges that safety messages can often be
repetitive and boring and the public will tune them out ... unless
you mix in some cute puppies! But the pups aren't just throw-ins
for this message, dogs and other pets can be victimized by the
revelry of July 4th. This is a perfect pairing, firefighters and pups,
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mega-cuteness with a strong emotional appeal. And BONUS ... pet
adoptions! The budget was relatively low and the increase in
social media traffic was well documented, including a "making of"
video. This very nice, well-rounded campaign is nothing to bark at.
I love the usage of a well-known fact. People love firefighters and
people love helping adoptable dogs. The combination is
unstoppable. The pivot of campaign direction and thought put into
positivity and support for the community is very well done. The
graphics are heartfelt and share an important message while
keeping the tone light. Highlighting keeping animals safe,
especially adoptable dogs, and the important role FD has during
these holiday seasons was a home run.
Social Media - Best Use of Facebook (Population 0 - 100,000)
Savvy Award
City of Mont Belvieu, TX

I-10 Shudtown
Fast thinking on your part + zero dollars for execution = successful
promotion with remarkable results! Wow! The simple, yet
creative, message was ON POINT! Very clever content and simple,
but clear, graphics made this message resonate with so many
people, the majority of whom weren't even an intended
audience....never know what's going to go viral, right! Great job! I
love the way the post uses humorous language to convey an
important message.

Silver Circle Award
City of Mont Belvieu, TX

Space It Out, MB!
Genius! Loved the idea! Good Results! Good statistics. Mont
Belvieu sure has some creative talent in its MarComm
department! Kudos on another very impressive and successful
campaign! The overall creativity was "out of this world!" =) Very
creative campaign that seemed to resonate well with residents
(with no budget!). Can't beat that.
Humanizing the Badge
Fantastic and creative! I especially liked the Cone Obit. The use of
pop culture was genius for this social media campaign. I am sure
that your outcome far exceeded your goals and objectives. Is
Officer Uptmore available for freelance copywriting? I love the
letter to Crystal - the language definitely resonated beautifully
with pop culture, especially including the emojis. The cone
obituary was genius - very well done, and a great reminder for the
public to drive safely around school zones.

Award of Excellence
City of Southlake, TX

Social Media - Best Use of Facebook (Population 101,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
New Hanover County, NC

Facebook and Hurricane Florence
No one can ever completely plan for a disaster, which is what
makes this response impressive. The analytics and numerous
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examples you give show how you had done as much planning as
possible before this happened as well as your ability to perform
under pressure. It's never easy to manage the communications
surrounding a sweeping and quickly evolving event such as a
hurricane. Yet Wilmington's social media response leading up to,
during and after Hurricane Florence was comprehensive, timely
and superbly executed under pressure. The content Facebook Live
videos, cross-platform news releases, status updates and safety
posts, gave your constituents access to the information they
needed at a most difficult time. I can only imagine the effort it
took to create content, monitor reactions, correct misinformation
and staff the EOC/JIC for the duration of an extended event such
as this. Congratulations on a difficult job well done!
Excellent work in leveraging the power of social media to inform
the public before, during and after the hurricane. The 13 Facebook
Live events each day served as great resources and were very
timely for residents who were likely already using the platform
and could easily tune in for updates. Your engagement is
impressive and your communication efforts are commendable!
Great job!
Silver Circle Award
City of Orlando, FL

Orlando Police Department "In My Feelings" Challenge
This is an excellent way to combat negative associations and
coverage of police in general. Well executed video that achieves
its goals by giving your police an opportunity to show they are
human and diverse, and have a fun-loving side. The dance moves,
music, and boisterous video editing seem well suited to engage a
younger audience and support recruiting efforts. The engagement
metrics and media coverage underscore the video's effectiveness.
Great work! Orlando - You scored with incredible engagement on
social media! It is quite an achievement to reach 1.4 million views.
This well-produced and nicely edited video really helped you in
achieving your goals. Nice work!!

Award of Excellence
City of Fort Collins, CO

Code Brown
The short video loop is an excellent way to draw attention in a
simple manner that gets the message across. A (moving) picture is
worth 1,000 words! This is a fun way to deal with a situation that
at some point every municipal pool has to manage. I liked the use
of the costume to bring some humor to Fort Collins's
communications. Wow! This is a super way to engage and inform
the public about a not-so-nice topic. I laughed out loud at your
creative entry documentation. Loved this idea for social media.
Nice job!
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Social Media – Other
Savvy Award
City of Tempe, AZ

Tempe Instagrammys 2019
Photos are a great way to bring out the passion in your community
because everyone is a photographer now. This campaign
underscored that opportunity. Resourcing hundreds of unique
photos for your digital platforms is priceless. And Tempe was
clearly creative in tapping the business community to provide
prizes and other support that made the contest a true event.
Wow! The Tempe Instagrammys sound like a home run! The city
was able to gather more followers, user generated content,
influencers, media attention, and get people who are usually
behind a phone in a room together! This entry also did an
excellent job laying out the goals and providing documentation to
show its achievement. Well done Tempe!

Silver Circle Award (Tie)
Thurston County, WA

Best of YouTube - Live-streaming Agenda Settings
Thurston County should be applauded for jumping into YouTube
with millions of other businesses and individuals. This free delivery
system is easily justifiable, easy to use and what customers expect.
YouTube is often a social media platform that is ignored or lightly
used by local government and Thurston County gives a great
example of an outside the box way to use it. The entry also gave
clear goals and achievements. Well done Thurston County!

Silver Circle Award (Tie)
County of Marin, CA

Winter Storm Response
This is an example of why government should be in the social
media space every day. One day there will be a crisis or incident
that turns all eyes your way. If you have a plan and can devote
resources to the platform(s) it will pay PR dividends down the
road. Marin County did a great job utilizing Twitter to get the
word out about a major event. The impression and reach numbers
they had were impressive and is a good example of how social
media can be used in emergency situations.

Award of Excellence
City of St. Petersburg, FL

City of St. Petersburg Instagram + Flickr
The pictures are beautiful. The photos on St. Petersburg's
Instagram page are beautiful and their number of followers is very
impressive!

Special Events - One-Time Event (Population 0 - 75,000)
Savvy Award
City of Brentwood, TN

Brentwood Celebrates 50 Years
So many moving parts here to analyze, but the approach and
engagement numbers are impressive. The video is spot on, really
capturing the spirit of the community. The branding and collateral
are terrific, and the media coverage shows how a community not
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in the primary target of traditional media can attract coverage by
being strategic and packaging an event smartly. Loved the
commitment to social media engagement for this project and the
way it was executed. A great blueprint for future events. Clearly a
successful event with a lot of forethought and planning
contributing to great outcomes. I especially appreciated the
articulation of the latter.
Silver Circle Award
City of Kannapolis, NC

Let's Play Ball!
Taking an admittedly corny approach works when you go "all in."
The City had to ignore roadblocks that sprung up and move ahead,
championing the long term goal. The media coverage was golden - not focused solely on a new stadium, but carrying the City's
broader message. Definitely a home run entry. This event has all
the hallmarks of a successful event delivering positive outcomes
for the project and city.

Award of Excellence
Mansfield, TX

Turkey Palooza
This is a textbook case of a small event reaching beyond its
targeted audience. Great job of bringing multiple departments to
the table, too, helping those in attendance get a sense of how our
municipal services can all work as a team. Impressive social media
reach beyond the attendees! I loved the strategy of leveraging the
holiday into a fun event that engages your residents in the work of
your city departments. A well thought out and creative one-time
event! Congrats!

Special Events - One-Time Event (Population 76,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
County of Athens-Clarke, GA

National Mayor's Challenge for Water Conservation
You clearly know your audience and know how to get your
community involved and to listen to your message! Great way to
take a topic that normally wouldn't get much traction and turn it
into a successful win for your community.
I really loved that they took advantage of the football rivalry in
their community to help gain pledges and market conservation.
This was a unique way to draw attention to their efforts.
A very ingenious way to conserve water and create a challenge.
Creative way of engaging people over a normally less engaging
cause.

Silver Circle Award
OC Parks, CA

OC Parks Silent Night
What a well thought out and planned event for the autism
community. What a lovely idea. I loved this team's effort to
provide an event specifically designed for children with special
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needs. A very good event for a very good cause. Innovative,
caring, inspiring. They lead by example.
Award of Excellence
City of Boynton Beach, FL

Civic Center Demo - Watch Party
Loved the play on food for the event and how it all tied together!
Loved the tiny details like the cuties for the wrecking ball and
providing employees with a brick. Very clever idea for the project
and way to include the employees and citizens.

Special Events - Recurring Event (Population 0 - 99,000)
Savvy Award
City of Johnston, IA

Smokin' Heroes Smoke-Off
I enjoyed getting to see how the marketing materials and
strategies came together to create such a successful inaugural
event. Great job!

Silver Circle Award
City of Pflugerville, TX

Pflugerville Pfall Chili Pfest
This event was my favorite! I love a good bowl of chili, and a great
event to show off chili cooking skills. It sounds like it was a very
successful, well-attended, and well-marketed event.

Award of Excellence
City of Venice, FL

Make a Difference Day
I loved getting to see how the City involved its community to
improve and beautify its parks. A great way to engage residents to
care for their City!

Special Events - Recurring Event (Population 100,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
Maricopa County, AZ

2018 NACo Achievement Awards
Very clever!

Silver Circle Award
City of Arlington, TX

2018 State of the City
Nice use of a super cool venue!

Award of Excellence
City of McKinney, TX

Home for the Holidays Festival
Great idea to encourage folks to shop local. Love the graphics
used to promote the event. Gives a very hometown feeling! The
weekend after Thanksgiving is probably a big competition for
shopping dollars and attendees so great job to get folks into your
town!

Video - Education/Training (Population 0 - 60,000)
Savvy Award
City of Farmers Branch, TX

Farmers Branch Employee Safety Briefing
This was a very effective and informative video that focused on
the immediate safety of City employees and on what could be
done in emergency situations. Very nice presentation. The change
of music between instances was excellent in indicating a different
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situation. The two narrators were very good; and, their walking
scenario was effective in keeping the video moving and engaged. A
great presentation for an ambitious undertaking. The video itself
was great.
Wow, just wow. This was clearly a gargantuan effort and so well
executed by a large team of people. Well done! This video should
be sent to all workplaces for employee safety training even if
they've never heard of Farmers Branch, Texas given the relatability
of the environments and settings (and potential emergencies).
Even in the script, the instructors tell the viewer to take a moment
and think about what they would do in their own office setting.
Superb. Great work by all!
Silver Circle Award
Town of Hillsborough, NC

Hillsborough Winter Weather Operations
Nice approach that definitely gives the feeling of winter, yet treats
the topic in a fun manner. The message goes at a good pace; and,
the social media response was very good and definitely minimized
complaints. The graphics are a unique way to tell the story and
make a well-rounded, informative presentation. Really nice
presentation.
I loved the video and thought it was a great way to bring the
information to the citizens. Very cute and informative. I like that it
has something for many audiences. I also appreciated the effort to
inform and help mitigate frustration from community members as
well as reduce staff time in answering questions from residents.

Award of Excellence
City of Brentwood, MO

Brentwood Bound
All of them seemed to convey their message in simple direct
imagery and narration. The aerial overview of the flood before and
after the proposed project was very effective in getting the idea
across. The focus was on the benefits and enhancements. Those
were displayed well; and with excellent visuals. The video
campaign was a success, no doubt, and well done.
I thought the video explaining how funds were to be raised did a
great job. The Brentwood Bound Overview (3:00) was great
context and the 1:00 video was probably the most digestible for
social media, but I found the Funding Overview to be the most
interesting and informative. Additionally, great quotes/sound bites
from the citizen on the task force, and a great way to get that
resident voice front and center.
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Video - Education/Training (Population 61,000 - 150,000)
Savvy Award
Town of Flower Mound, TX

Call It, Log It, Track It, and Resolve It - 539.SERV
Such a fun video! I've watched it several times already. Your
residents are definitely going to remember what number to call!
Hope this video goes viral.
Very clever and well put together. The song was catchy and fun. I
found myself smiling and dancing to the song while watching it.
The blooper at the end was priceless.
Very well-choreographed. The project length was just right and
didn't take itself too seriously, therefore keeping my attention
span the entire time.

Silver Circle Award
City of Johns Creek, GA

Roundabout Intersections
This video was very well done from a production point of view.
The narration was always audible with the background music
helping to movie the story but not be overpowering. The use of
multiple perspectives should good ingenuity in camera work.
This video was very well put together. The camera work was
amazing and color balance was accurate. The video does a great
job at taking an ordinary topic and getting to the point without
being boring.

Award of Excellence
City of Round Rock, TX

Blueprint for Success Budget Video
Round Rock never fails to produce high quality informative videos!
Great job! Video was very well made. The blueprint graphics
morphing into real structures were very nice. The video was very
informative and kept my attention the entire time.

Video - Education/Training (Population 151,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
Orange County Sanitation
District, CA

OCSD Tour Video
Great production quality. Very informative, with interesting visuals
and personable actors. An overall slick new tour video that is sure
to be useful for many years to come.
The mixture of humor and information was outstanding. I loved
the usage of graphics and information to show the important facts
and statistics. The variety of shots from closeups, to b-roll to drone
shots was amazing and well composed. Colorful, entertaining
summary. Good use of humor.
This video is fun to watch, informative, and provides a professional
appearance to the Orange County Sanitation District. This
production is professional quality and a great asset to use for
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public education. Great video. Very informative, entertaining and
well done.
Silver Circle Award
City of Arlington, TX

FY2019 Budget Video
Great use of graphics combined with the video. Presenting the
information from an average family's perspective is an effective
means of explaining where taxpayer money ends up. Great job!
Taking something like a budget and making a video that kept my
interest the entire time is no easy task. I loved loved loved the
concept of relating it to a typical family in the community and the
comparing services to the cost of common subscriptions such as
Amazon Prime. The variety of shots and the story line was superb.
This video makes me want to move to Arlington!
Interesting approach to explaining the city budget for many
audiences. Very educational and well done, interesting to watch
and really high quality production. Great job. I really like how you
related city services to things residents willingly pay for like alarms
services. The video was shot well with great sequences,
composition, and audio.

Award of Excellence
Hennepin County, MN

Child Protection Workers: In Their Own Words
Such a powerful video. Allowing child protection workers the
opportunity to voice their care and compassion makes for a truly
moving statement. Using minimal backgrounds and dramatic
lighting helps to draw focus on their stories.
The message that was portrayed through this video was awesome.
The emotions and raw answers from the social workers was
impactful. This video brought light to the work they do and the
purpose behind what they do. Good use of staff stories to
describe work.
This video is really well done, the production matches the topic
well and is very high quality. What makes this video stand out is
the content, the honest interviews of the staff, which addressed
common myths and misconceptions of their work. I enjoyed
hearing directly from the social workers. Great idea to let others
know the social workers are just like us. I like that you used two
cameras and were able to cut between the two.

Video - Interview/Talk Show/News Programming (Population 0 - 99,000)
Savvy Award
City of Farmers Branch, TX

Economic Development Updates
The program is a very polished production with good, current
information for each episode. These videos are an informative
and entertaining way to present your quarterly economic update!
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The intros are great, wonderful music, great use of 3-D
illustrations and very visually appealing. There are a great mixture
of events and updates, and the episodes are enjoyable to watch.
Great job!
Silver Circle Award
City of Edina, MN

On The Job
Wonderful comments from viewers! Entertaining way to humanize
government and talk about city services. I liked that the
documentation of achievement was tied to survey results.
Great animations throughout the video! It is definitely engaging
and fun to watch! Love the concept of doing the job, even if it is
done very poorly! Ha! Great b-roll, great editing, and very
entertaining! Also, the measurement of achievement by using the
city surveys is such a great way to measure success! Great job!

Award of Excellence
City of Farmers Branch, TX

Council Countdown
Great job producing a news program based on the upcoming
council agenda. The set is very professional. Good documentation
of specific achievement on social media.
This program does an excellent job of breaking down the council
agenda and making it more accessible. Showing maps and visuals
for agenda items, as well as some history, allows citizens to be
more informed on the decisions their city makes. Audio is
balanced and visually it is balanced and consistent. Good job!

Video - Interview/Talk Show/News Programming (Population 100,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Aurora, CO

Aurora Now
Amazing production quality as well as great formatting branding!
Incredible that you have the resources and staff to make this
beautiful news program happen! Impressive, sets the gold
standard for other Cities in need of a local news show. Nice job!
Fun way to highlight issues and activities in the community.

Silver Circle Award
City of Arlington, TX

"At the Park with Chuck"
Great baseball esthetic while still being informative. read wellbeing online but i could easily see how it would also fit in playing
on the big screen at the game. great job! Great host, great length
and great content that helps residents get excited for what's to
come in their community! Love the opening graphic of the
baseball flying through the air. Great host.

Award of Excellence
City of St. Petersburg, FL

Est. 1903
LOVE THIS. great use of taking historical fact and putting them in a
casual social media package that the perfect balance of witty and
informative. Absolutely love this series - really feel personality and
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whimsy of the City through this series. Great way to connect
community to the reason why they live there. Talk show format is
fun. I liked the informal approach to the video. Nice graphics and
use of old photos.
Video - One-Time Special Programming (Population 0 - 64,000)
Savvy Award
City of Corvallis, OR

Corvallis Fire Department Rooftop Rescue
Stunning visuals and a compelling story. Production and editing is
first-rate. Use of slow-mo, tight crops, changes in depth of field &
focus all work just great.
Closeups of firefighter boots, the very lucky cat swatting a toy, the
survivor running her fingers through her hair -- all worth welling up
over. Good use of maps, still shots, dispatcher workplace footage.
Lighting for interviews is perfect. Lower-third IDs super sharp.
Just love it.
This was a very well put together compilation of media types that
effectively told the story. The goal was clear and the results were
evident by the social media analytics. There was a clear flow to the
video that was well paced and had enough variety to keep viewers
engaged. This is a good example of using video to tell a story but
choosing to do it in a way that is not overloaded with unnecessary
details or unrelated content.
When you see story opportunity, a great PIO will seize it and that's
exactly what happened here. I enjoyed the mix of first person
story telling coupled with background information about 911
dispatch and fire response. Use of the cellphone video synced with
call tapes brought the story to life, as though we were watching it
live. Excellent use of effects to bring other assets to life (e.g.,
swiping through photos effect on screen). An excellent example of
creativity -- really well done!

Silver Circle Award
Town of Queen Creek, AZ

Better Roads Ahead in Queen Creek
This is one of the best uses of panoramic drone footage I've seen.
It really showcases your city. Very strong use of colors, fonts,
graphics and pulled-out numbers on the screen. I really loved the
accompanying map and green highlighted areas when showing the
future road widening projects. It made it really easy to understand
how much these improvements will mean to the residents.
The narration style is inviting and soothing.
Great choice of spokespeople. Excellent Descriptive Letter,
especially documentation of success.
The video is definitely high quality in terms of production value
and overall content. It does a great job of presenting the problem
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and the proposed solution, utilizing scenic visuals and well
incorporated post-production graphical elements. The final shot
with the soft call-to-action to visit the website was a great
addition, as it encourages people to learn more.
Really effective video that draws the viewer in through story
(history) telling and offering a variety of perspectives in a short
amount of time. The movement of history and growing pains to
current status and funding was seamless and a testament to
excellent story boarding and script writing. The drone footage and
placement of interview subjects by roadways worked given the
subject of the film.
Award of Excellence
City of Spruce Grove, Alberta,
CAN

City of Spruce Grove - State of the City
You must be thrilled after gambling with a new approach to
presenting this information. Kudos for breaking with tradition on
the type of video you normal create with this subject matter.
Particularly strong shots of residents using city facilities. The
closeups of faces got things off to a very good start. The mayor
helps humanize/personalize the city staff. Map with graphic
highlighting the roads was helpful and easy to follow.
Great video quality with some nice bells and whistles. Content
wise, it has a clear structure and delivers a well-developed
message for each topic it addresses. While the video obviously
benefits from the flare of the professional video production
company, it is clear that the in-house work was very thorough. The
measurable results clearly show that it resonated with the
community and accomplished the goal of growing an audience and
spreading the details of their State of the City message.
Wow! There's a lot of information packed into this video. Excellent
idea to make the SOTC message more accessible to all. Terrific
script writing and great use of graphics to reinforce key stats
shared in the video. Creative use of walking narration or rotating
interview locations so scenes do not grow stale. Descriptive letter
was excellent with clearly defined goals and outcomes
(supplemental information was helpful, too).

Video - One-Time Special Programming (Population 65,000 - 150,000)
Savvy Award
Town of Flower Mound, TX

Flower Mound PD Lip Sync
This is well-produced, well-executed and very professional. And
who knew your police officers had moves like that!? You should be
proud! So much fun to watch! Excellent videography and audio.
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Silver Circle Award
City of League City, TX

League City Police Department Identifies Calder Road Victims
This was a truly interesting and informative presentation. We were
amazed that the detectives did so much research in trying to solve
these cases. It was different and with a different tone than any
other video in the category, but that's not a bad thing. The
technology highlighted was impressive as was the hand drawn
timelines and links. Overall, this was a compelling story that was
told well.

Award of Excellence
City of Bryan, TX

2018 State of the City
This was a clever concept. I like how the accomplishments were
worked in relatively seamlessly into the dialogue. Good use of
humor. An incredibly creative way to deliver City
accomplishments that most residents may find dry. Nice increase
is viewing stats.

Video - One-Time Special Programming (Population 151,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of St. Petersburg, FL

It's a Great Time To Be a Dog In St. Pete
Two paws up for St. Petersburg's creative and innovative approach
to highlighting their community as a dog-friendly place to live. The
video was very well done. It was engaging and invoked emotion.
There was a lot of creativity, the videography was great and the
music was fitting.
This adorable video made me want to move with my pups to St.
Pete! Great concept! It would help to have specific goals identified
to know if measurable success was achieved.

Silver Circle Award
City of Fort Collins, CO

2019 State of the City Address
Creative approach that really brought the community together in a
fun, collaborative way! It is always a challenge to create an
engaging State of the City. This video did a great job of combining
creative videography with storytelling that resulted in a quality
video. Well done! Great use of a combo of still and moving shots,
which kept the viewer engaged. Also the variety and number of
interviews moved the story along efficiently.

Award of Excellence
City of Tallahassee, FL

100 Days
Wow, what an amazing undertaking on such a short timeline!
Great quality video and storyboarding that flows nicely. The entry
was a bit lengthy, but the information was important to
understand the magnitude of the situation. Kudos to the team for
pulling off a great video given the conditions! The video was
impressive given the timeframe and production conditions! I'm so
impressed that the Tallahassee team was able to produce such a
high quality video in such an incredibly tight timeframe. The
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pacing of the video is outstanding, with great sound, lighting and
interviews.
Video - Promotional Video (Population 0 - 41,000)
Savvy Award
Town of Fuquay-Varina, NC

It's Time to Play Quiz the Quay-State of the Town Edition
High-quality production with a personality! Excellent work. This is
a very different, creative, and innovative take on producing a State
of the City type video. The information shared about the City was
interesting. FABULOUS and extremely creative video!! Excellent
job on highlighting everything about the town - in all aspects of
the video (from the game show to the ads, to the side comments
to the commercials)!!!

Silver Circle Award
City of Johnston, IA

Johnston's Police Recruitment
Well produced piece - liked the very personal story of Officer
Yeager. The school resource officer video was the best of the 3
video series. It felt genuine and had a touching story to humanize
individuals in the police field. Fantastic idea - and use - of a
personal story to encourage others to join the team. Great job on
getting him to open up about his past and share the story that
shaped his future.

Award of Excellence
City of West Hollywood, CA

City of West Hollywood: I Sing the Body West Hollywood
Innovative piece with unique storytelling and beautiful graphics.
Great job on combining lyrics and animations. The video not only
tells the story but makes you feel as if you know the City, even if
you have never been there.

Video - Promotional Video (Population 42,000 - 94,000)
Savvy Award
City of Brentwood, TN

Brentwood Celebrates 50 Years; Past, Present and the Future
Beautifully produced video with a rich story-line. Love the use of
chapter breaks between conversations. Inspiring video for both
residents. Reeks pride and honor for the city for Brentwood. Great
historical piece and well produced. Has inspired myself to look at
this type of work for our community as we approach are 300 year
anniversary. What a great documentation piece.
Beautifully produced video. Fantastic video and photos
throughout. Keen narrative and story progression. Great camera
work. Perfect soundtrack to the video.

Silver Circle Award
City of Dublin, OH

Great Planning Leads to Great Places
Fantastic camera work. Love the use of text in the shots. Shows
the great work planning is doing in your community! Love this
video, it diverse use of spaces, places and people. Makes we want
to visit and live there. HIgh quality use of video and video
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perspectives. Great job. Loved the lying text. Great use of graphic
overlay and typeface in video. Fantastic video quality and feel.
Smooth drone shots and aerials. Sound music choice.
Award of Excellence
City of Coconut Creek, FL

CocoMotion
Catchy song and dance - loved seeing so many folks participating
throughout the entire video. Song is stuck in your head long after
watching! The group dance at the end with the drone flying is a
great shot! Makes me want to dance. I am left with the cocco
motion earwig. Engaging, high quality, camera perspective,
Outstanding video and idea...great job! Catchy video with a clear
message. Fun song and easy to remember dance. Great video
production and timing.

Video - Promotional Video (Population 95,000 - 250,000)
Savvy Award
City of Cedar Rapids, IA

Cedar Rapids Flood Control: Investing in a Strong Future
Great job! The video was very compelling and told the story that
the City of Cedar Rapids was trying to tell to its residents. Using
Mr. Pierson's testimony, the video really captured the severity and
importance of this flood control funding project and how it will
benefit all businesses and residents within the city.
Viewership on social media was outstanding! As mentioned, the
story behind the video was amazing and very well done. The
music choice was perfect. Another component I liked was the
graphic of the map of Cedar River along with budget amounts to
help the public understand the enormity of the project. The drone
footage was also amazing. Great work.
Emotional, educational, professional and effective. That was a
very moving video. I'm not sure how someone could watch that
and not want to support your flood control funding. It was a great
story idea to focus on a small business owner that has been
directly affected by this funding, that way residents can buy in and
support their small businesses and community.
Oh my gosh...I want to give them money. Talk about tugging on
heart strings. Great job on the storytelling with real life impact.
Professional looking graphics (especially the map.) Fantastic choice
of music to help carry the viewer through the story. Overall
fantastic job!!

Silver Circle Award
City of Roswell, GA

Old Mill Park Restoration
Beautifully done! The drone footage in the video was breathtaking
and really showcased the beauty of Old Mill Park. By telling the
story and history of Old Mill Park, viewers are truly able to
understand the importance for all the upgrades and
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enhancements. The viewership numbers and comments on social
media really showcased the pride that residents have in this park
which was portrayed so well through this video. Along with the
increase of park visitors, the video proved to be a success. Great
job.
Those are some fantastic numbers. The video was an excellent
mix of scripted narration with off the cuff answers. It perfectly
portrayed the history of the park, as well as new features that
your video was trying to get across
One word....GOATS!!!! Love that you included this. Hope someone
got a promotion out of the goat idea. Fantastic sustainability!!
Love the idea of protecting both the history and environment of
the park. You all did a great job...felt like I was in a high quality PBS
history special. Your reach on Facebook is impressive. Overall
great job!
Award of Excellence
City of Aurora, CO

This Is Aurora Video
Wow! Really well executed video. As someone who is not from
Colorado, it definitely made me want to come and visit.
The b-roll was well shot and edited and I love the fact that you
were able to use City staff members as models. Gives it more of a
personal touch. The colors used in the video as the background for
the text made the city look vibrant and fun. I do love how the
words told the story of the video.
Great job putting this together! Colorful and vibrant. This is a
high-quality, high-production value video. The style is
outstanding. Some of the camera shots are very creative!
Great video! You sense the energy, opportunity and strong idea of
living in Aurora. Liked that you thought about "sound off" and not
relying on voiceover. SMART. Overall really great job! Your
community should be proud to call Aurora home!!

Video - Promotional Video (Population 251,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Arlington, TX

City of Arlington Hype Video
Nice use of the drone! Liked the use of news audio to make the
content feel current and lend the message some credence. Expert
editing and photography. Solid promo piece. You hit the nail right
on the head. I enjoyed the lack of commentary on the side of the
City and instead using local media to tell the overall story.
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Silver Circle Award
Leon County Government, FL

Hurricane Michael Video
Very well shot and edited. Great use of music with the video. I
enjoyed the video and see its overall benefit. It's important to not
only recognize staff who put their lives on hold to help as well as
remind the community the steps staff take during times of
disaster. I enjoyed the choice of music, and the person who filmed
all the footage is top notch. I can also see a high level of planning
with as much footage as you managed to gather. The interviews at
the sand bag site were really great additions.

Award of Excellence
OC Parks, CA

OC Parks “Preparing for a Day in OC Parks” Video
Very well produced video filled with unique and creative camera
angles, great use of music and understandable information. Great
job! Some of the shots were really nicely done.
Overall, this was a solid job to address a problem. The B-Roll was
engaging and it came off well scripted and organized. The most
memorable thing for me was 32oz/hour/person of water which
was shown on screen.

Video - Public Service Announcement (Population 0 - 64,000)
Savvy Award
City of River Falls, WI

In search of the perfect parking lot.
What a creative way to help solve a parking problem! The actor
seemed professional and the trailer was a great idea given that it
was also playing at the movies to the target audience. This is
brilliant! It's really well made - short and to the point - and really
funny! What a clever way to get your point across without over
stating it. Love the video. Short, sweet and to the point. Love the
acting, the map and graphics. Great all around. You may see
others using this type video in the future. Way to lead the way
River Falls!

Silver Circle Award
Town of Windsor, CT

Golf Ball PSA
Taking a simple problem to a humorous extreme makes this PSA
memorable. You can't help but smile as the consequences from
hitting a golf ball escalate. I absolutely loved this PSA. It hit the
right tone and got information out in a light-hearted way. I think
that the whole idea really hit the mark. It was a cost-effective way
to reach people and Rich now has a fan-base! So cute. Made me
smile. Poor golf ball guy.

Award of Excellence
City of West Hollywood, CA

Reefer Madness
The target audience is much more likely to learn the information
through this humorous approach than to see a list of "don't do
this" rules.
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West Hollywood always blows me away with their creativity and
production quality of their campaigns. They know their community
and know how to get the message out in a way that engages their
audience. I'm a "fan-girl" when it comes to this team!
Love the feel of this video. Good job West Hollywood. It's to the
point and gets your message across.
Video - Public Service Announcement (Population 65,000 - 150,000)
Savvy Award
Pack Your Bags, Pondweed!

Pack Your Bags, Pondweed!
Love this! Great concept...so cute! But informative at the same
time. Overall, great job!
Overall, I really enjoyed this entry. Providing the specific budget
was helpful. Providing some measurable outcomes was also
helpful. And, it looked like the video got the attention of local
media outlets, which helpful further your outreach. It was a very
good entry.
What a clever way to share information on a topic that is not so
interesting to many citizens. It was also great that you use such
little resources and got such a great return on your video including
media coverage.
Superb! This video caught and kept my attention. It clearly showed
the issue and impending impacts in a positive way and shared why
this was a good, necessary, caring thing to do for the good of the
community. The data provided for documentation of achievement
demonstrated the strong reach and impact of the video, from
people seeing it to learning more about it. Can't say enough good
things about this!

Silver Circle Award
City of College Station, TX

Oh, Those Yellow Bikes!
So so so so so great! Love the animation and the style...including
the voice talent. Worth every penny in my opinion. Overall, a
fabulous video project!
The video was cute and well animated. It also was very detailed,
which was helpful. The storyboard for this video was great! This is
the best! Love the animation, VO, etc. EVERYTHING! Creative,
different, effective.

Award of Excellence
Athens-Clarke County Unified
Government, GA

Teacher Reuse Store
Love it. Simple and straightforward is sometimes the best
approach. This video helped boost awareness and activity. Great
job!
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I really enjoyed this entry and its video. The information provided
was very helpful and seemed to have great results. The video was
beautifully shot and edited, too. Great work!
What a great video! It was clean and easy to understand the
program that you were promoting. Noting that you desired data
but the entity didn't have it was an excellent thing to include. We
all run into that and have to find balance. It helped show your
professionalism and tenacity. Overall, I found the video to be
heartwarming. The man who runs your center seemed to speak
from the heart. I liked that he mentioned his personal drive for the
mission of the store and reuse. I can see why this was so well
received by the community.
Video - Public Service Announcement (Population 151,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
Tualatin Valley Water District,
OR

Game of Seasons: Winter Prep Tips
Impressive use of special effects and clever tie in to a very popular
show to capitalize on the buzz. Good information shared in a funny
and clever way. Goals were very clearly described. Maybe focus on
the benefit to the community versus being a platform to showcase
the skills of staff.
Being a huge GOT fan, this video was fantastic! It turned pretty
boring but useful information into a video that was very creative
and engaging. I loved how the shield was turned into water
shutoffs and how people could relate to all of the scenes in how to
protect their homes. The animation was great and it added great
humor to the video. Fantastic job!!
I loved this submission! It definitely played on the popularity of a
mainstream production to engage residents about important
information that they otherwise would be less likely to care about.
Great use of humor!
This is a fun way to catch residents' interest. Physically showing
how to turn off water valves, etc. serves as a great visual to
accompany the tips. Clearly outlining goals and outcomes made
the plan easy to follow.

Silver Circle Award
City of Aurora, CO

Riding the RTD R-Line
Comments:
The specific target audiences were clearly defined and the videos
were well-written and directed to the target audiences. All three
videos were unique, fun, upbeat and effective. Nice job!
The first PSA was very humorous and engaging with the couples
telling each other about the light rail. It shows that even the older
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population can use the rail. In the other two videos. even though
they were silent, you could see the comparisons clearly and for
many people who use cars to get around, it showed everyday
frustrations. These videos worked for all the demographics and
showed how easy it is to use.
This entry was informative, and fun to watch. The three PSA videos
were targeted appropriately to their audience in a creative way.
The sound was well done with sound mixing, and the camera work
was also done very well. Great watch!
I think the each video does a great job in appealing to its
respective audience. Including relatable scenarios to each
audience group was also a good choice to show how taking the
metro could provide benefits that a car does not.
Award of Excellence
City of Arlington, TX

Amazon Alexa Skill PSA
The program behind this PSA is very impressive and innovative.
Good choice to use a dog, as people always love puppies.
I love how creative this video is. With the use of the famous Alexa,
the City of Arlington shows residents how they can use their
everyday devices to their advantage. All of the graphics showing
the uses and where and how to use it was very clear and concise
and the animation added to the video. Great idea and well
executed!
This video is a funny and informative way to inform Arlington
residents about the Arlington Amazon Alexa skill. The video
succeeds in showing the audience how they can use and access
this feature. In addition to tracking views, administering a survey
to residents before and after viewing the video regarding their use
and knowledge of the skill may have been helpful in measuring the
video's effectiveness.

Video - Regularly Scheduled Programming (Population 0 - 120,000)
Savvy Award
City of Round Rock, TX

Hometown Downtown
The first thing that really stood out to me in these videos is the
logo branding they created for this project. I think it really takes it
another level. The team did a great job of capturing compelling broll that really helps tell the story of each small business they
highlighted. Highlighting local small businesses like this is a great
way to mutually benefit the economy that will keep a town
thriving. They had compelling stories to tell and let the business
owners drive it all.
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Great video series. Production is very well done. The videos
certainly show the passion the business owners have for
Downtown Round Rock. Round Rock always has great videos, and
these are no exception.
These videos are amazing! Each of the videos presented tells such
a unique and heart-warming story. Love that you chose to
highlight business owners from Round Rock. Each video has such
an authentic and genuine spirit. I want to visit these businesses
and Round Rock!
Love that it was produced in house. I can see why there was so
many views and engagements!!
Video quality was really impressive. Made me hungry when
viewing the food establishments, made me want to go fishing....
Silver Circle Award
Town of Flower Mound, TX

Around Town
This video was engaging from the start. It was bold with its effects
and captured some beautiful video of the park. The music
underlying the video was upbeat and engaging, but didn't steal the
show. It did a good job of conveying the information about the
park, highlighting the top features and helping those interested in
how to contact.
Loved the host! The touches of humor really added to the interest
of the video. Sharing the comments received on social media was
great. Enjoyed this video, next time share more in the series!
Great project and mission of highlighting local parks. The host is
great! He has such an easy-going delivery style, and use of humor
is spot on without being corny. I love the graphics used for the title
of the program. The vivid colors and cutout graphic are very
visually appealing.
Liked the personality that came across in the clip, thought the goal
of educating about a parks' amenities and access came through.

Award of Excellence
City of Greeley, CO

You Otto Know
What I most enjoyed about these videos were the ways they
allowed the City Manager to really lean in with his personality. I
thought the team wasn't afraid to get creative with the graphics
and took risks that would make the videos stand out to the
community. There is a always a fine line between making
something funny and effective or cringeworthy and losing
credibility. I think it definitely did the former.
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Great videos! Really shows the City manager's humor. It makes
him more relatable and provides a good interest for events in the
community. Not everyone in his position would be willing to do
pieces with that kind of humor. Great job in the description of inhouse budget. Loved, loved, loved this series!
The host, City Manager Otto absolutely makes this video series! He
is a natural performer and does a great job letting folks know what
is coming up in the community. The videos are the right length to
keep the audience's attention and provide all the pertinent
information. Love the breakdown of staff time and cost for the
project. Great work done with limited resources! The series is a joy
to watch, very clever and informative! Would love to see two-way
engagement shown on your social media platforms.
Outstanding initiative to make a key government rep to be a real
live and fun human being. Very creative approach, especially for
announcing upcoming community events. Would enjoy working
for him.
Video - Regularly Scheduled Programming (Population 121,000 and Up)
Savvy Award
City of Minneapolis, MN

A City that Works
This video series is a home run for showing the people and jobs
that make the City of Minneapolis work each day. It's so
deceptively simple - have city workers talk about their jobs and
take video of them working - yet so effective in capturing them
and showing the viewer what they do. The length, pacing and
editing of these are on point. Viewers see a diversity of ages, races
and jobs.
In addition to using the videos to demystify the working of
municipal government to residents, the use of the videos for job
recruitment and working to share them with current employees is
an excellent way to build and retain a great work force and boost
morale. While the idea for these videos is not unique, the
execution is excellent and the distribution efforts are models for
others to emulate.
This video series had a very nice variety of topics that really
elevated it. The footage was nice, and the interviews were very
well done. This is a really good look at some of the jobs that
people may not think of when they think of government staff. Nice
job!

Silver Circle Award
City of Arlington, TX

"Arlington Dream Chapters"
Very professional and polished video. Using the person's own
voice and detail shots from her life (her desk decorations, her
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working at the ballpark) help paint a fuller picture of her and bring
her to life. The video is a good length, long enough to get a full
idea of this person but not too long to bore the viewer. The video
does well at reaching its goal of highlighting the American Dream
happening in Arlington.
Love the storytelling and visual fidelity. Re-hire that freelancer for
sure! I really like this video series! Very well done interviews and
excellent b-roll to accompany the stories. The variety of subjects
and people is really nice, and it really does make Arlington seem
like a great city. Very nice work!
Award of Excellence
City of McKinney, TX

Discover McKinney
This video series is a fun, creative and approachable way to
promote various aspects of the city. By using a new resident as
host, it has an authenticity and a voice. It's high energy and does a
great job taking people to places they may never have been or
knew anything about.
The series does exactly what it was intended to do - promote
McKinney for residents, visitors and would-be residents - in a way
that doesn't seem like a travel ad. This is a great idea that should
be stolen and replicated by many communities.
I really enjoyed these videos and your host comes off as friendly
and real so great job with that. I wasn't sure if you scripted or
story boarded any of this but the way it was pieced together made
sense. Nice work!
This is a really fun series of videos! I was skeptical at first, but the
host really grew on me! He seems very genuine, and as somebody
who is not familiar with McKinney, it really did a good job of
informing me about what the city has to offer. Very well done!
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